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THE QUICK ONE  
THE FRESH ONE  
THE PROTECTIVE ONE
THE ONLY ONE

Make slow and complex pouch changes a thing of the  
past. Our new 3in1 REFRESH is an advanced adhesive 
remover spray with barrier film and fresh linen fragrance. 
Let REFRESH simplify your daily stoma care routine. 

To find out if this is ‘The One’ for you… scan the QR code 
with your smart phone or visit respond.co.uk/refresh or 
call 0800 220 300 | 0800 028 6848 N.Ireland 

Please note:
If you are unsure whether a product containing a barrier film is right for you, please speak with your Stoma Care Nurse.
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At last, life is getting back to normal – and yet, is it? Sadly, since this awful 
pandemic began to affect all our lives, early in 2020, many of us will have lost 
loved ones, including me – I lost a dear sister early in 2021, though not to 
Covid-19. As if that loss alone was not enough of a heartbreak, the few of us 
that were allowed to attend the funeral had to wear face-masks, and could 
not hug each-other.

The lifting of many of the restrictions has meant that we can now meet with our 
loved ones, visit the cinema, the theatre, or attend a sporting event, but everywhere 
there are reminders of how fragile these freedoms have become. Many people 
choose to continue to wear a mask, and there are hand sanitisers everywhere we 
go. As an association, we are mindful of how vulnerable many of our members are 
and so it is unsurprising that, even though we have lifted the total ban on Branch 
meetings, inevitably there are guidelines that must be followed in order to keep 
these gatherings as safe as we can make them.

Many of our branches have discovered how easy it is to hold a ‘virtual’ meeting 
– just one click on the Zoom link, and there are our friends and colleagues, live, 
on-screen. I have no doubt that regular Zoom meetings will continue to feature in 
the calendar of some of our branches, particularly those with a membership that is 
spread over a very large geographical area, though that is not to say that face-to-face 
meetings will not also be held.

Sadly, the enforced ‘working from home’ way of life, which has become so 
commonplace for many of us, has led some branch officials to decide that they have 
devoted more than enough of their lives to service within the Urostomy Association. 
We thank them for their dedication, and wish them well for the future, trusting that 
others will now put themselves forward to ensure that, for anyone faced with the 
trauma of radical bladder surgery, there will always be someone, somewhere, to turn 
to for support. In particular, we salute Jim O’Gorman, Chairman of Surrey Branch, 
and Members Representative for Cambridge, London South West and Surrey 
Branches, and a long-standing member of our National Executive Committee, who 
has decided to stand down for reasons of ill-health. 

My personal thanks to three people who this year have put themselves forward 
to help out in the production of our magazine – our Editorial Assistants Tony 
Wilson, Chris Carruthers, and Katie Sainsbury.

This edition features our usual mix of information, product news, and inspirational 
stories from people who are determined not to let their stoma get in the way of 
their lives. Climbing mountains, sailing rough seas - almost anything is possible. You 
are never lost, though you may be experiencing a diversion!

Don Haines
Editor

Contributions to the Journal are always 
welcome. If you have a story, article or 
letter please contact me:

Don Haines
69 Broadway
Ketley,  
Telford
TF1 5AU

& 01952 400971
& 07860 554536

editor@urostomyassociation.org.uk
For general enquiries, changes of 
address and information please 
contact the National Office
(See Page 6)
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UA Journal
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The Urostomy Association (UA) was 
formed to assist people who are about to 
undergo or who have undergone surgery 
resulting in a urinary diversion/ileal conduit

The Association was founded at the 
Christie Hospital in 1971 by a group  
of people who realised the special needs  
of persons with a urostomy.

The UA is a charitable company limited 
by guarantee. Registered charity No 
1131072 (Scotland 47740)

Membership 
Full membership is available to all persons 
who have a urinary diversion. Associate 
membership is open to those who are 
not eligible for full membership, but who 
are interested in the association. Postal 
membership is available for members who 
live in areas where there is no local branch 
or who wish to correspond as an individual 
or where attending a local branch may be 

impractical. Postal membership is available 
worldwide. Company membership is 
open to anybody who is an employee or 
agent of a company related to stoma care/
continence. This is a non-voting category of 
the Association.

The annual subscription is £16 per annum 
for both full and associate membership.

Research 
One of the aims of the UA is to promote 
and co-ordinate research related to urinary 
conditions and particularly in connection 
with applicable equipment.

Hospital visits 
The association visitor, when requested,  
will also visit patients, whether or not they  
are members, before and after an operation 
or a stay in hospital, to dispel any fears and 
to give encouragement and support, enabling 
them to return to a normal way of living as 
quickly as possible.

Home visits 
Selected members of the association, who 
are appropriately trained are available to visit 
members on request, to discuss more intimate 
problems, in the privacy of their own home.

National Executive 
Committee 
The Association is administered by a 
National Executive Committee, but each 
branch holds its own local meetings two or 
three times a year. At local meetings guest 
speakers are invited and medical and non-
medical topics are discussed. 

Advice is available from trained stoma 
care nurses. Representatives from appliance 
manufacturers are invited to attend to 
display their products and answer questions

House meetings may also be arranged 
between individual branch members. The 
meetings are often of a social nature and 
may involve fund raising.

Registered Charity Number:  
England and Wales 1131072 Scotland SCO47740

National President
Professor Derek Rosario 
Consultant Urological Surgeon 
Royal Hallamshire Hospital. 
Contact via National Office. 

Chairman of the NEC
Brian Fretwell  
Apartment 1, Grey Towers Hall, 
Wyke Lane, Nunthorpe,  
Middlesborough TS7 0GD

&  07917 414709
Email: chairman@urostomy 
association.org.uk
Members Representative  
for Lothian & Fife
Newcastle upon Tyne 

National Treasurer
Tim Davies
5 Kings Lane,  Yelvertoft
Northamptonshire NN6 6LX
&  07799 347034
Email: treasurer@urostomy 
association.org.uk

Journal Editor
Don Haines
69 Broadway, Ketley 
Telford TF1 5AU

&  01952 400971 
&  07860 554536
Email: editor@urostomy 
association.org.uk

Trustee
Helen Holmes
Contact via National Office 

Members Representatives
David Simonds
5 Winchester Close, Weymouth 
Dorset DT4 OTA

&  07748 793715 
Email: dave.simonds@urostomy 
association.org.uk
Members’ Representative  
for Postal Branch
Cambridge, London South West 
and Surrey Branches

National Executive Committee
all are Directors and Trustees of the Association

National  
Office

www.urostomyassociation.org.ukALL MEMBERS OF THE NEC,  APART FROM THE CEO,   
ARE VOLUNTEERS AND UNPAID

William Burden 
23 Kingston Drive, Shrewsbury
Shropshire SY2 6SD
&  07534 243293
Email: william.burden@
urostomyassociation.org.uk
Members’ Representative 
for Birmingham, Cotswold, 
Leicestershire, Shropshire Wales 
and the Marches Branches

Julie Varley 
80 Corona Drive, Lambwath 
Road, Sutton upon Hull, 
Kingston upon Hull 
HU8 OHA 
&  01482 791120 
&  07792 404400
Email: Julie.varley@
urostomyassociation.org.uk
Members’ Representative for 
East Anglia, Manchester & 
North West, Sheffield & District, 
Yorkshire & Humberside 
Branches

CEO
For general enquiries 
Mrs H Pixley
CEO, Urostomy Association, 
2 Tyne Place, Mickleton, 
Gloucestershire,  
GL55 6UG
& 01386 430140 
info@urostomyassociation.org.uk

Administrative Officer 
Dave Page
Email: officeassistant@
urostomyassociation.org.uk

Nursing Advisory Team

Sharon Fillingham 
Trustee and Director
Diane Leach
Nicola Cheale
Contact via  
CEO at National Office
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NATIONAL OFFICE REPORT

Well, either I am getting 
slower, or time is speeding 
up, as it only seems like 
yesterday when I was 
writing the report for the 
last Journal!  Perhaps it is 
just that there is so much 
going on.

We are now nearly at the end 
of our 50th Anniversary year, 
but most of the celebrations 
will actually take place next 
year, and we are now well into 
planning for our 25 Afternoon 
Tea events, which will run from 
March to September next year.  
Hopefully, there will be a venue 
not too far away from you.
Things are pretty much back to 
“normal” in the office, although 
Dave and I do still try to keep 
2 metres apart as much as 
possible, and my husband keeps 
his distance by staying out of 
the way in his study on the 
days he is working from home.  
So far, none of us has been ill, 
so we are doing pretty well.  
Hopefully, we will all get our 
3rd Covid vaccination and our 
flu jabs soon.  It’s not so easy 
to open the windows now that 
it is getting chilly, especially as 
the bill payer doesn’t want us 
to put the heating on!

By�Hazel�Pixley,�Chief�Executive�Officer

NEC news
We have welcomed a new Trustee to 
the National Executive Committee.  
Helen Holmes brings experience from 
working in other charities and will 
be helping us with “safeguarding” in 
particular.

Sadly, however, health issues have 
caused Jim O’Gorman to step down 
as Members’ Representative. I am 
sure that you will join me in wishing 
Jim all the best.  If Jim was your 
Branch Representative, please contact 
any member of the NEC with any 
queries, until we allocate you a new 
Representative 

Our Trustee Board (NEC) are all 
unpaid volunteers, who take on the 
responsibility for ensuring that your 
Charity is run well, representing people 
with a urinary diversion and meeting 
its legal obligations too, so please do 
remember to thank them if you meet 
them. Without them, the Charity would 
not exist.

Resources
We are currently advertising for a new 
member of staff, to take the lead on 
our fundraising. This is a part-time role 
for which you can see further details in 
this magazine or on our website. If you, 
or a relative or friend is an experienced 
fundraiser, please do let them know 
about this vacancy.
Over the winter, we will be working 
with our communications consultant to 
give our website a new look. We will let 
you know when it goes “live”.

Our office computers are also getting 
an upgrade, which hopefully will be 
complete by the time you receive your 
Journal. As I write this, I am having to 
hunt around my screen as some things 
have moved around and it all looks a 
bit strange. However, I have already 
discovered a much easier and quicker 
way of getting newsletters emailed to 
you, so it is looking promising.

Branch news
At last, Branch meetings are able to 
re-commence. However, there are still 

quite a few precautions in place in 
order to keep members safe. Some 
Branch venues are also being used as 
vaccination centres at the moment, 
so it may still be some time before 
your Branch starts meeting physically 
again. In the meantime, Branches are 
still continuing virtual meetings and 
newsletters, in order to ensure that 
members are kept informed.

There are a lot of changes within 
our Branch Structure at the moment, 
with more to come over the next few 
months, as sadly, we are losing some 
of our Branch Officers. Members are 
being notified as people decide to 
stand down and vacancies arise, so 

Helen Holmes brings 
experience from working 
in other charities and 
will be helping us 
with “safeguarding” in 
particular.

New Trustee Helen Holmes
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we hope that people will volunteer to 
come forward and take over some of 
the roles.  

I would like to thank all of our 
outgoing volunteers for their hard 
work and support, especially over the 
last couple of years, which have not 
been easy for any of us.

If you would like to volunteer for the 
Association, either as a Branch Officer 
or in any other capacity, do get in 
touch with us at National Office, as we 
would be delighted to hear from you.

Full training and support will be 
given to all new volunteers and our 
existing volunteers (and staff ) are also 
currently getting updates on topics 
such as Data Protection, ensuring that 
we are looking after our members in 
the best way that we can.

After many years as Chairman of Surrey Branch and as 
a National Executive Committee member, I have decided 
to retire from both positions. My reasons are twofold. 
Firstly, I have had balance issues when out walking, but 
numerous tests can't yet find the source. Secondly, I will 
be spending a lot more time overseas, especially with 
my family back in Ireland and the United States, which 
makes it impossible to carry out my roles effectively, 
especially in a time of change for the Association.

I wish the best to all the friends I have made over the 
years, both at branch and national level, and I sincerely 
hope that the new strategy programme continues the 
outstanding work of the Association

Jim O'Gorman

A message from Jim O’Gorman

National Annual General 
Meeting (NAGM)
This year, our Annual General Meeting 
has been delayed slightly, but it is now 
booked for Saturday 11th December. It 
will be a hybrid meeting, with a physical 
venue at Jurys Inn Hinckley Island 
Hotel, Leicestershire and a Zoom link 
for those who wish to join the meeting 
but not travel.

We are waiting for paperwork to 
be approved by our legal team, before 
sending it out to you.  If you could 
send the voting form back promptly, 
rather than waiting until close to the 
deadline, it would really help Dave, who 
processes them all.

I look forward to seeing you, either 
at the NAGM or perhaps at a Branch 

meeting.  In the meantime, if you have 
any queries, or we can assist you in any 
way, please do not hesitate to contact 
us. We are here to help!

With best wishes

Hazel Pixley
Chief�Executive�Officer

NATIONAL OFFICE REPORT Cont.
By�Hazel�Pixley,�Chief�Executive�Officer
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April 

•  North Wales
•  Yorkshire  

(two locations) 
•  Cumbria

May 

•  Manchester or 
Blackpool

•  Newcastle upon 
Tyne

•  Nottinghamshire
•  Kent

June 

•  Birmingham
•  Sheffield
•  Glasgow
•   Edinburgh

July

•  Cambridgeshire
•  London
•  Essex
•  Shropshire

At last, we are able to name some dates for our long-awaited  
Golden Jubilee tea parties, postponed from 2021 because of Covid-19.

Watch out for further details in your January National Office 
Newsletter, and in the Spring 2022 Journal. Every member will 
be entitled to attend one event, with a guest, free of charge.

The following are confirmed 2022 dates:
March

16th March – Ryton on Dunsmore, near Coventry
22nd March – Barnwood, Gloucester
30th March – Reigate, Surrey
Leicestershire will also be in March – date to be confirmed.

The following are subject to confirmation:
September

•  Bristol or Exeter
•  Bournemouth
•  Northern Ireland

October

•  Norfolk
•  South Wales

Photo:  With thanks to Rachel Cheng (Cakes) and Sooz 
(table cloth) on Unsplash

celebration
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Company News

NEW to RESPOND
Introducing REFRESH…
When it comes to stoma care, ostomates are looking for products 
offering greater simplicity, convenience, and flexibility and which are 
friendlier to the environment.

REFRESH, a new addition to The Care Range, is an innovative 3-in-1 spray developed 
to help simplify stoma care routines. Thanks to its unique formulation, REFRESH 
does the same job as using three individual products, by combining the properties of 
adhesive remover, barrier film and a fresh linen fragrance, all in one spray can.  With 
just one product, pouches can be removed easily, peristomal skin is protected and any 
unpleasant odours are neutralised.

 Head to page 2 to request your sample 

NEW! 
A prescription app  
from Well Healthcare
Well Healthcare Supplies is part of Well Pharmacy, Britain’s largest 
independent pharmacy chain and is the first to develop an app to help 
patients manage their appliance prescriptions. Well Healthcare Supplies 
helps patients take control of their healthcare appliance needs by using 
an online delivery service making it easier for patients to manage their 
appliance prescriptions and have direct access to expert advice. 

The app is completely impartial on 
product choice as it’s not owned by a 
manufacturer. It allows patients to track 
their orders, which are delivered in 
discreet packaging on the next working 
day to any UK address - for free* 
within 7-10 working days.

Patients have said: “I feel much more 
in control. It’s really easy to use – I can 
flick through to see the full range of 

products and something I particularly 
like is I can customise my order with 
my measurements – no more needing 
to cut my ostomy bags myself!” 

Zoe Wood, Clinical Services 
Development Manager says:  ‘The Well 
Healthcare Supplies app is a one stop 
shop for patients and clinicians for all 
appliance and healthcare needs’

For more information visit:  well.co.uk/well-healthcare-supplies
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At Well Healthcare Supplies, we know when it comes to your healthcare needs, 
‘good enough’ should never be good enough. It’s why we’ve created an easier 
way to order your supplies – and get support too. So you can feel your best with 
a supplier that makes healthcare simple:

At Well Healthcare Supplies, we know when it comes to your healthcare needs, 
‘good enough’ should never be good enough. It’s why we’ve created an easier 
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At Well Healthcare Supplies, we know when it comes to your healthcare needs, 

Fast 
delivery

Free samples 
through your nurse

The latest product 
innovations

Widest choice 
of products on 

the market

Easy to use 
ordering app

Register online today:
well.co.uk/well-healthcare-supplies
before downloading the app

Or call our friendly customer service team: 
0333 8666 970

Smarter 
healthcare 
supplies
The easiest way to order 
your stoma, catheter and 
wound care supplies



Cath has a special interest in those 
patients who require nephrostomy 
tubes, having identified that quite often 
this patient group fell through the gaps 
of specialised care. They were often 
passed from Radiology departments 
to District Nurses and to Stoma 
Care teams. The patients often had 
poor outcomes and experiences with 
blockages, difficulty in obtaining supplies 
and needing readmission to hospital. 
They lacked standardised care and 
support. 

Cath has transformed the care and 
treatment of this patient group. She has 
collaborated with the multidisciplinary 
team within Radiology and also with 
industry to ensure the pathway is 

efficient for the patient and involved in 
ensuring the optimum products

Consultants at Cath’s former hospital 
at Morriston, Swansea now see this 
pathway as Gold Standard, and along 
with Cath are producing a clinical paper 
showcasing this innovation.

Cath Dixon – ASCN Stoma Care Nurse of the Year, 2021
Cath Dixon, Stoma Nurse Specialist for Fittleworth Medical has just been confirmed as Stoma Care nurse of the year 
by ASCN – the UK Association of Stoma Care Nurses. A Stoma Nurse specialist for 27 years before joining Fittleworth 
in 2020, Cath has previously been the recipient of a number of awards, among them the accolade of Best Hospital 
Stoma Nurse, following an online poll run by the Stomawise charity.

Please send donations by cheque to:  
Jacobs Well Appeal, Off Swinemoor Lane, Beverley, HU17 
0JX, or by bank transfer to account name Jacobs Well Appeal, Sort 
code: 20-10-12, Account Number: 71090704

Please be sure to mention the Urostomy Association Journal 
when making your donation

Jacob’s Well
Saving the World, one life at a time
Many of our readers were impressed 
by the Jacobs Well article in our 
Summer 2021 edition. Most 
members were already  aware 
that this Yorkshire based Christian 
charity accepts donations of unused 
stoma equipment, which are then 
shipped to countries where medical 
supplies are in chronically short 
supply, or are just too expensive 
for people to buy. What was less 
well-known is that Jacobs Well 
also supplies all kinds of medical 
supplies and equipment, as well as 
agricultural and educational aid, to 
many poorer countries.

All of this costs money -each container 
costing between £6000 to £10,000 to 
send. Whilst Jacobs Well is grateful for 
your donations of stoma equipment, 
they are equally grateful for your cash 
donations. Details of how to donate can 
be found on their website at https://
jacobswellappeal.org.

Cath has 
transformed the 
care and treatment 
of this patient 
group
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Caught in the Net –   
Compilation of recent postings, by Jane Philips

As summer 
now seems 
a distant 
memory and 
we move 
into autumn 
towards 
winter, we 
also find 
ourselves finally moving out 
of what seems like the never 
ending Covid restrictions.  
I imagine most of us are 
about to have, or have 
already had, our booster 
jabs and hopefully we are all 
getting out and about much 
more, and reconnecting 
with family and friends. It 
looks like face-to-face UA 
meetings are on the close 
horizon; however, many of 
you may still feel a little 
apprehensive about meeting 
up with others – let’s face 
it, eighteen months of 
being confined at home can 
have many, many effects 
on a person’s well-being 
and confidence. However, 
the Urostomy Association 
Facebook page remains 
available to all UA members 
and I am sure it is still a 
lifeline to many. 

Photo by Bill Oxford on Unsplash

Membership of our UA Members 
Facebook Group gets bigger and bigger 
every week. I don’t think a day goes 
by without me reading at least one 
welcome message, and there is definitely 
something to be said about knowing 
there is someone there to help, comfort, 
or just converse with at any time of the 
day - all from the comfort of your sofa - 
especially if you are unable, for whatever 
reason, to get out. 

Members continue to reassure and 
support ‘urostomates to be’ on the 
approach to their surgery and I truly 
believe that speaking to someone prior 
to surgery can be a wonderful way to 
help alleviate some of your worries 
and concerns. As well as the Urostomy 
Association Members Facebook page 
being a source of useful information and 
advice, it remains a safe place where we 
can have a rant or a laugh about some of 
the issues we face in our day to day lives 
with a stoma, such as leaking overnight 
or in public places (or any other 
inappropriate situation or place). It will 
never change what has happened, but to 
be able to talk to someone who knows 
EXACTLY what you went through can 
be in itself a huge relief. At the end of 
the day, it’s good to turn things round 
and laugh about it, and to do it all from 
behind a screen, rather than face-to-face, 
can help us not to feel so embarrassed. 

Ostomy awareness
One particular member has embraced the 
best of the group, and uses it to share 
his urostomy journey, have a rant and, 
despite facing his own demons, he is always 
offering support to others. He talks about 
good and bad things he has encountered, 
but still remains able to laugh. 

He recently posted:
‘I’ve signed up to do a set at the 
Edinburgh Festival. It’s a comedy 
monologue about cancer, stomas 
and all that s**t’ 

I for one would like to wish Andy Quick 
all the best in this venture and thank 
him for helping to promote ostomy 
awareness, as well as bringing a smile to 
the faces of many members in the group. 
Andy – you are a star and an inspiration 
to many.

Talking about ostomy awareness, 
October 2nd was World Ostomy 
Awareness Day, and it was great to see 
members post photos of themselves and 
their stoma bags and talk about their 
own stoma stories. I have made many 
ostomate friends since my surgery three 
years ago, and I was also pleased to see 
so many of them promoting ostomy 
awareness on their own personal pages 
too. Whilst Facebook undoubtably has 
its faults, it can be used as an excellent 
platform for spreading this sort of 
message and information. This article, 
as ever, will cover some of the topics & 
discussions within the group over the last 
quarter.

Can I still exercise?
Exercise is a topic that has cropped up 
a few times over the last few months, 
it is scary not knowing what you can 
and can’t do safely and without risking 
a dreaded hernia, or making a hernia 
worse, yet it is still important to keep 
active. Some people were very active 
prior to becoming ill and want to get 
back to it as soon as possible, but 
they may still be concerned about the 
potential damage that can be done. 
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Caught in the Net –   
compilation of recent postings

Personally, I was lucky enough to attend 
a very informative Pilates class last 
month, put together specifically for 
ostomates - I am thinking of writing 
a separate article for the magazine 
about this for the next edition. My post 
about the experience revealed that 
many members do a lot of exercising 
– walking, swimming, gym - including 
weights - and it was wonderful to 
see people passing on tips to others 
who have been a bit apprehensive 
to start or return to exercise post 
surgery. You should ALWAYS check 
with a professional before embarking 
on exercise after surgery, but advice 
on what to do to help prevent leaks 
and reduce any potential strain on 
your abdomen is very helpful, as are 
details of the extensive availability of 
support wear that can help. Some of 
the questions that cropped up about 
exercise were: 1. Does sea-water or 
chlorine in a pool or jacuzzi affect the 
adhesive on your bag, and 2. What can 
you do to hide the inevitable bulge 
where your stoma and stoma bag are – 
getting advice from someone who has 

found their own way to deal with these 
issues is priceless. 
Flange extenders are recommended 
by many for use during all exercise, in 
order to increase the security of your 
bag. Those who miss swimming - either 
in the sea or in a pool - or spa visits, 
were hopefully reassured that these 
things are not now off limits, and can 
most definitely still be enjoyed with 
a little bit of pre-planning. Specialist 
supporting swim and exercise wear are 
readily available, but alternatives were 
suggested – tankinis/swim skirts for 
the ladies - but basically any slimming/
support garment from a regular 
department store as long as it’s not 
too restrictive, can work pretty well to 
help prevent hernias. These can be lot 
cheaper than specialist items, if they are 
not available on prescription. Obviously, 
if you already have a hernia, it is 
advisable to stick to specialist garments. 
I have a huge amount of respect for 
those who are confident enough to 
have their stoma bags on display whilst 
exercising, but of course, not everyone 
is that confident!

Bag on or off when 
showering?
This question received many responses, 
and lots of urostomates find showering 
without a bag very liberating, but there 
are also many people, myself included, 
(but I have a colostomy & a urostomy) 
who are reluctant to risk it. The thought 
of wrapping a clean fluffy towel around 
you and standing on an equally clean 
fluffy bathmat to then find wee running 
down your body is something I just 
dread! However, it was interesting to 
read the things people do to allay these 
concerns – disposable bed mat on the 
floor, holding disposable cloths over the 
stoma until you are dry enough to put 
on a clean bag, showering at a time when 
you know your urostomy will be least 
active, saving that morning coffee until 
afterwards. I have to admit, I change my 
urostomy on my bed every morning, 
and take my morning cuppa after I’ve 
changed my bag – it also doubles up 
as a way to sit still for a few minutes to 
make sure the adhesive is ‘fixed’, because 
rushing for me always spells disaster! We 
are all different of course, and we all have 
differing levels of self-confidence, but 
snippets of advice like this can help to 
increase someone else’s confidence to at 
least try something ‘new’.

And so to bed
What do you wear at night in 
bed to keep your bag protected 
and feeling secure?’

Not something that is on the top of your 
mind after surgery, but a very important 
consideration – for me night-time leaks 

We are all of course different, and we all have 
differing levels of self confidence, but snippets of 
advice like this can help increase someone else’s 
confidence to at least try something ‘new’.

.

Photo by Conner Baker on Unsplash
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are the worst thing ever. This question 
received lots of responses, and the 
majority of advice given for ladies was 
just to wear nighties or nightshirts, but 
for many, pyjama shorts or nothing seems 
to be the most popular, basically, anything 
that is not restrictive. Some people use 
a leg strap/band to keep the overnight 
bag tube from getting caught anywhere. 
Where else but on Facebook would you 
feel comfortable enough to tell someone 
you have never met what you wear in 
bed, or how you take your shower?? 

you keep track of what you are drinking? 
A bottle marked with lines, helping to 
keep track of how much you are drinking 
throughout the day, was one suggestion 
put forward, and there was a reminder 
that tea & coffee count towards your 
quota, as do some foods with high water 
content. I am happy with plain water, but 
sometimes just a small dash of cordial 
makes a big difference, and of course 
you can get the bottles with a ‘cage’, 
holding fruit that subtly flavours the 
water in a healthy way. Sadly, alcoholic 
drinks may count as fluid, but they are 
actually dehydrating, and, as noted in a 
couple of comments recently, generally 
produce more urostomy output. I also 
learned that they can also give you a false 
sense of security whilst trying to fit a 
night drainage bag, when your urostomy 
bag isn’t empty. Needless to say, I do still 
partake in the odd pint of cider, gin and 
tonic, or wine, but always make sure the 
bag is emptied before I attempt any night 
drainage connection!

Water infections
Moving on from hydration, another 
popular topic has been urinary tract 
infections. They can cause severe pain, 
dark and foul smelling wee, and in 
some cases can lead to sepsis, which 
of course brings its own issues. Why 
some of us get them more than others 
is not known, but it is clear from posts 
that it can be a massive problem for 
some urostomates. It is very important 
to know the signs and get treatment 
as soon as possible, but tips to trying 
to avoid them are very welcome – 
cranberries and increased fluid intake 
are most popular. Non-ostomates 

How much should I drink?
Over the hotter months, a few people 
have brought up the subject of hydration. 
We all know how important it is to keep 
hydrated, but not everyone wants to 
drink two litres or more of water every 
day. Some fluids can affect the adhesive 
on your flange, and in any case, how do 

often get UTI’s because of cross 
contamination – that seems irrelevant 
to us of course, but good hygiene 
procedures can still help. The main 
thing though is that we all know what 
our wee should looks and smell like – 
probably more so that non-ostomates 
do (ladies in particular) and if you think 
something is wrong, get it checked out. 

Going back to Ostomy Awareness, 
it is reassuring to read about the 
achievements of other urostomates since 
surgery – the jobs they do (one person 
is a bricklayer), the places we travel to, 
what travel methods we use, leisure 
activities we follow and the support 
many of us receive from family and 
friends. However, not everyone has the 
same confidence or the same support 
and to have access to such a wealth of 
first-hand experience and knowledge can 
mean the world to someone. I would like 
to thank EVERYONE who contributes 
to our Facebook page, either with posts 
or comments on other’s posts – I am 
quite certain that whatever is posted, at 
least one person gets something out of 
it and that is what makes a great group. 
If anybody has something to say about 
anything stoma related and it means 
something to you - has made life a little 
easier for yourself or even made you feel 
half an inch taller – the chances are it will 
mean something to someone else too, 
so please continue to share, rant, boast 
even. We are all in this together, through 
good and bad times.

To finish, here is wishing everyone 
a wonderful, lockdown-free winter, 
and hopefully by 2022 we will be back 
to even more normality, so stay safe 
and remember not to hesitate getting 
professional advice if needed. 

A bottle marked with lines as to where you 
should be at certain times of the day was one 
suggestion put forward, and a reminder that 
tea & coffee count towards your quota, as do 
some foods with high water content.

Photo by Rahadiansyah on Unsplash
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BE IN IT TO WIN IT NEXT TIME 
AND MAKE YOUR EXTRA CONTRIBUTION TO UA FUNDS

WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN THE 200+ CLUB?
Organiser Toni Haines would love to hear from you, ‘You may not be able to run a marathon or climb a mountain, but anyone 
can raise money for UA by joining the 200+ Club.  Each number costs just £2 per month or £24 per year.   
Call me on 01952 400971 or 07860 554536, or email me at toni.haines@urostomyassociation.org.uk

200+
CLUB NEWS

Message from the 
Administrator,  
Toni Haines

Can Buddy and I appeal to all UA members 
who are not already 200+ Club subscribers, 
to consider taking a number for 

Just £2 per month
We need 28 more people to replace those 
Members who, sadly, we have lost this year. 
Please join now and help us to continue to 
donate over £3000 per year to National 
funds.

If you can afford £2 per month, please get in 
touch with me, Toni Haines, on 01952 400971, 
or email me at:  
toni.haines@urostomyassociation.org.uk

Each number costs £24 per year, payable 
either by Standing Order for £2 per month 
or £24 per year, OR by cheque OR online 
OR by credit/debit card by telephone call to 
National�Office.

Results of the latest draws
Results of the draw held during a Zoom 
meeting of the Journal Editorial Committee 
on June 26th

1ST PRIZE of £250 No 93 Rosemary Reed

2ND PRIZE of £150 No 145 Richard Briggs

3RD PRIZE of £100 No 165 David Southworth

4TH PRIZE of £50 No 226 Ralph Vick

Results of the draw held during a Zoom 
meeting of the NEC on September 20th 

1ST PRIZE of £250 No 232 Ian Willis

2ND PRIZE of £150 No 230 David Howard

3RD PRIZE of £100 No 55 Tina Wallis *

4TH PRIZE of £50 No 127 Gill Andreotti

* Tina Wallis donated £50 of her prize money to 
National funds

 ‘May I please join the 200+ Club?' 

Just £2Per Month
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Foley 40th Wedding anniversary - £20

Dave Simonds’ abseil –  
further £15.48

In Memory of Kenneth Davis - £150

In Memory of Michael Webb - £119.70

In Memory of P Burnett - £200

Sponsorship of postage of Membership 
packs - £500 (Salts Healthcare)

200 Club proceeds - £2079

Amazon Smile - £56.28

UA 50th Anniversary celebration - £50

World Ostomy Day donation - £2,000 
(Coloplast)

General/regular donations - £2,944.78

 

FUNDRAISING

Update
50th Anniversary Fundraising events

Urostomy  
Association  
Collecting boxes
Every member is supplied 
with one of these.  Are 
you using yours?  Every 
penny counts  – if you 
would like an additional 
box for friends or 
relatives, please contact 
our National Office. 

Gift Aid
If you are a taxpayer, 
when making a donation, 
please make sure that 
you complete a Gift Aid 
Declaration, if you haven’t 
already done so –  
there is one towards the 
back of every edition of 
the Journal.  Register 
now for Gift Aid, and the 
Association can claim an 
extra 25p for every 
£1 you give.

Where there’s a Will
Would you be kind enough to remember  
the Urostomy Association in your will?

to our 50th Anniversary Gold Sponsors, Salts and Hollister
Our apologies to Yorkshire & Humberside Branch. We reported incorrectly a donation from the 
Branch of £500 each to general funds and to the Research and Development Fund. This should have 
read £1000 to each of the two funds. Thank you Yorkshire and Humberside.

Thank you to everyone responsible for:

A huge thank you

 

Text Giving donation from your mobile phone
The Urostomy Association now has a dedicated text giving code -  
UAGF - for donations to the General Fund

To donate £1, text UAGF to 70201 To donate £5, text UAGF to 70970
To donate £3, text UAGF to 70331 To donate £10, text UAGF to 70191

Donate by credit/debit card 
•  Go to our website at www.urostomyassociation.org.uk and click on ‘Donate’

•� �Call�our�National�Office�on�01386 430140

Donate for nothing when you shop on line 
•  Do you shop with Amazon?  Sign up with Amazon Smile –  

every purchase means a no-cost-to-you donation to UA

•  Similarly, shop at www.easyfundraising.org.uk/  
- no-cost donation each time you shop

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*  Fundraising, payments and donations will be processed and 
administered by the National Funding Scheme (Charity No: 
1149800), operating as DONATE. Texts will be charged at your 
standard network rate.  
For Terms & Conditions, see www.easydonate.org
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SHIP'S LOG

DATE SAILING TIME
POSITION

Friday  
8th November 
2019.

18.30
*Friday 8th November 2019. Sailing. Time 18.30; position: 

off the west coast of the Isle of M
ull, heading south for the 

Sound of Iona, the Torran rocks and the south
 coast of 

Mull. Wind SE F4, one reef in the main. 

*It has been dark for two hours. We have the luxury of 2 

coastal navigation lights; Cairn na Burgh More lights at 

the north end of Treshish on our starboard 
quarter, and 

Eileinan na Liathanaich at the entrance
 to Bunessan, just 

coming into sight on the port bow. 

*It’s bitterly cold in Tangle’s cockpit. She has no spray 

hood. The forecast changes: “SE, fresh breeze F5 to near 

gale F7, occasional gale F8.” A decision is required. 

*We had always said that if the weather became hazardous, 

we would seek shelter. The danger to Tangle o’ the Isles 

was slight, but the risk of hypothermia for the cockpit crew 

was very real. We settled for the pontoons
 in Ulva Sound 

and, for the first of three
 times over the next week, we ran 

for cover.

JOEY GOUGH 
AND HIS SAILING ADVENTURES

Sailing round the isle of mull in winter with a urostomy

Compass photo by Jametlene Reskp on Unsplash      Paper graphic by Annie Spratt on Unsplash
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Sailing round the isle of mull in winter with a urostomy

Our voyage was in support of “Children in Need”. The plan 
was to keep sailing around the Isle of Mull at the same 
time as the BBC Children in Need cycle rickshaw would be 
on the road in the second week of November. 

It is a tribute to the 
companies involved 
that every one we 
asked provided  
what we asked for  
at no cost. 

Compass photo by Jametlene Reskp on Unsplash      Paper graphic by Annie Spratt on Unsplash
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Planning and preparation
Our voyage was in support of “Children 
in Need”.   The plan was to keep sailing 
around the Isle of Mull at the same time 
as the BBC Children in Need cycle 
rickshaw would be on the road in the 
second week of November. Our engine 
would be used only when required for 
safety. Where did such a harebrained 
scheme come from? The truth is…I have 
no idea! It just popped into my mind as a 
fully formed concept back in February.
The�first�two�tasks�were�to�sound�
out crew who might be up for it, and 
to try to cover as much cost as we 
could by asking service providers for 
benefit�in�kind.�It�is�a�tribute�to�the�
companies involved that every one we 
asked provided what we asked for at 
no cost. Thus we covered advertising 

decals on Tangle, additional lifts in and 
out of the water, berthing before and 
after the event, website construction 
and maintenance, printing of posters 
and�fliers,�use�of�professional�images�of�
Tangle, extension of insurance, and a 
free of charge bank account. 
Some things came as a surprise. The 
issue that had most impact on planning 
was�that,�until�the�BBC�had�a�definitive�
list of the children who would take part 
in the Rickshaw Challenge, they couldn’t 
know the capabilities of the children 
and�so�couldn’t�go�firm�on�the�start.�We�
knew the end date and approximate 
time because that was dictated by the 
timing of the main Children in Need 
programme on Friday 15th November 
2019. I was in good contact with the 
BBC team, known as “Pudsey”. The best 
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advice was that it was likely to start on 
Sunday 10th  but the Cycle Rickshaw 
team proved  capable enough for starting  
on Friday 8th at 0800. That meant that 
one of my original crew couldn’t make it, 
having a commitment to be in London 
for the evening beforehand.

The other thing that surprised us was 
that the  BBC “Pudsey” logo is strictly 
copyright, and they would not allow us 
to use it, or anything recognisably like 
it. Looking online, it seemed the most 
ripped off logo in existence, but we 
toed the line and abandoned planned 
derivatives for our own version.

The sailing plan was for a crew of 
4, giving two watches of 2. The second 
watch leader would be Twig. In mid 
August, with myself thoroughly unwell 
and with major surgery pending, I was 
beginning to accept that I would not 
be fit to play a full part in the sailing. To 
cover that probability we would need 
to take on an additional watch leader. 
Then it would be either 4 crew with 
me not there, or 5 with me on board as 
“skipper without other portfolio” as our 
insurance cover required me on board. 

We wanted the additional watch leader 
to be someone we knew, but not many 
sailors on the West of Scotland would 
be comfortable about night sailing in 
hazardous waters in winter! This was 
becoming an unwelcome problem. 

Meanwhile, my Australian sailing friend, 
Robert, having learnt on the grapevine 
that I was unwell, Skyped in mid August 
to see how I was doing.  I described our 
Children in Need Challenge, and our 
need for a fifth crew member as a watch 
leader. Robert briefly looked away from 
the camera in thought, looked back again, 
and said, “I’ll get on an aeroplane for 
that.” Robert is a yacht master instructor, 
running regular courses. At a latitude of 
35S, even in the summer, night is night. 
So Robert is fully night familiar and had 
sailed with Twig and me in Australia.

So our crew would be Twig, Christine, 
Robert, Colin, and, hopefully, myself. But 
sailing was only part of the task; we 
needed publicity to raise awareness of 
the project. The objective wasn’t just 
sailing around Mull; it was to raise money 
for Children in Need, and that wouldn’t 
just magically happen. We needed to 

make it happen. Our shore team was 
Alison on “conventional” press, and Jude 
and Murray helping to drive social media.

The major hiccup
Meanwhile I was awaiting a cystectomy 
on 28 August, brought on by collateral 
damage from radiotherapy in 2011 
for prostate cancer. By early July I 
was in pain every time I stood or sat, 
effectively confined to bed for the two 
months prior to the surgery. The district 
nurses were having increasing difficulty 
in catheterising me. With no appetite, 
my normal 86kg was fast decreasing.  
I was admitted to the Queen Elizabeth 
Hospital in Glasgow with my weight  
below 60kg. The surgery was expected 
to take 6-7 hours but lasted over 11 
hours. My bladder was necrotic and 
leaking, my bowel cavity was full of 
urine, with abscesses from pelvis to 
sternum. No wonder I had been feeling 
so awful.

But within 24 hrs of getting out of 
“high dependency”, I could feel that I 
was fixed. Things were looking up. My 
new mission was recovery…and PDQ. 
But with my weight 56 kg post surgery, 
and with industrial strength antibiotics 
hitting my appetite for the next two 
months, that wasn’t going to be easy. 
Discharged from hospital after 2 weeks, 
I was feeling healthy again and up for 
the battles of gaining weight, getting 
used to my new plumbing, and getting 
Tangle o’ the Isles and her crew ready 
for the adventure.

8th November, 0800, 
the start
As the Children in Need cycle rickshaw 
started its 8 day journey from Holyhead 
through the Welsh mountains to 
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London, Tangle o’ the Isles sailed from 
Dunstaffnage Marina for her multiple 
circumnavigations of Mull. We sailed 
uneventfully across the Firth of Lorne, 
passing Lismore Light House marking 
the beginning of the Sound or Mull, then 
up the Sound in a light north easterly, 
sunny but cold. Alison had arranged for 
a  PR photo shoot in Tobermory bay, so 
we sailed through the narrow channel at 
the south end of Calf Island, to meet the 
photo boat there. But then we carried 
straight on north, rounding Rubha Nan 
Gall in a light wind. Off the north of Mull, 
we had a magical hour, sailing at 4 or 5 
knots, surrounded by dolphins swerving 
left and right under the bow. By the time 
we were off Glengorm Castle, high cloud 
was moving up from the south. Change 
was at hand. With the wind now into the 
southeast and strengthening, we sought 
shelter in Ulva Sound.

First time round
A wind of over 33 knots (full gale) 
during the night, despite our supposedly 
being in shelter, justified our decision to 
stop. We left Ulva Sound at midday on 
the 9th, on a brisk beam reach down 
to the Sound of Iona, on bare genoa 
jib sail. We worked down the Mull 
shore of the sound of Iona,  uncertain 
whether residual swell off the south of 
Mull would force us to stop again. We 
sailed to the entrance of a wonderful 
anchorage known as “Tinker’s Hole”. 
There we started the engine to explore 
our potential bolt hole, and found it fully 
sheltered from the waves crashing on 
the rocks outside. Knowing we had a 
safe fall back position, we continued on 
our way. With a fresh breeze, we allowed 
ourselves the caution of motoring for 
the next 3 miles so we could route via a 
rock strewn but more sheltered inshore 
passage. With the engine then off, and 

Tangle back under bare genoa, we 
emerged east of the Torran Rocks and 
headed along the south of Mull. Normal 
service was resumed!  The wind and 
choppy sea steadily eased, but we spent 
the whole night sailing into the wind. That 
is always wetter, colder, and rougher than 
sailing with the wind. By dawn we had 
completed our first circumnavigation, and 
were back to Lismore Light House for 
another run up the Sound on Mull. 

Meanwhile, on a marine radio working 
channel….

“Ferry Isle of Lewis, this is Yacht Tangle o’ 
the Isles on your starboard bow.”

“Yes, Tangle o’ the Isles, this is Isle of 
Lewis. What can we do for you?”

“Perhaps your passengers would like to 
know that Tangle o’ the Isles is spending 
the week sailing continuously round the 
Isle of Mull for the benefit of BBC Children 
in Need. If they’d like to support us they’ll 
find information on our web site www.
tangleotheisles.com!”

And we’d timed the call right; we had 
the fun of overhearing the ferry’s tannoy 
system passing on the message to the 
passengers!

Never miss a PR opportunity!

The frustrating middle bit
On our second journey up the Sound 
of Mull, we were continuously cross 
checking various weather forecasts  to 
make sure they were consistent. And, 
sadly, they were — NW to N, Near 
Gale F7 to Severe Gale F9. We all agreed 
that the west of Mull was no place to 
be in those conditions. So at midday on 
Sunday 10th we tied up to the pontoons 
in Tobermory to wait for them to blow 
through. 

The frustration of not doing what we 
were there to do was partially offset by  
good news. Every time a contribution 
was made to justgiving.com, an email 

arrived telling me a payment had been 
made. When those emails began arriving 
around 5 per hour, things were getting 
exciting. People had asked how much we 
expected to earn, and I had to admit to 
not having a clue. We had done what we 
could with fliers and announcements at 
the major yacht racing regattas, but we 
couldn’t know how well social media 
would work. When  pressed on what 
we might make, I had said that I’d like to 
see 5 figures, but in reality I had no idea 
if that was realistic. So it was a relief to 
watch the funds roll in, and know that we 
wouldn’t have an embarrassing under-
performance!

We did have a problem while in 
Tobermory. A warm dry cabin was 
essential for this challenge. But now the 
diesel-fuelled heater wouldn’t start. We 
suspected it was carbon build up in the 
burner chamber, which had happened 
before. So Twig and Joey had to get heads 
down in the quarter cabin to isolate the 
heater from its water, fuel and exhaust 
pipes, and then remove it so we could 
disassemble and clean it. Fortunately all 
went well and we soon had it back in 
place heating the cabin and water. Better 
to have that problem when in port!

Off we go again
On Tuesday 12th, the weather reports 
from Tiree were still gale force, but the 
forecast was for it to ease. We slipped 
mooring lines at 1800, setting off again. 
The northerly was moderate in the 
shelter of Ardnamurchan, but fresh as 
we got clear. There was residual swell 
working in round the north of Coll, but 
nothing untoward, although it was a sign 
of what the sea state had been. 

When we had started on Friday, 
we did so just after full moon, but now 
moonrise was 2200, so the beginning 
of the night was pitch black. But by the 
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time we were down to the Sound on 
Iona, the moon, approaching 3rd quarter, 
was peeping through the patchy cloud. 
This time round, with the wind behind 
us, watch leader Twig routed outside 
the Tinker’s Hole passage and straight 
through to the navigation buoy at the 
east end of Torran Rocks (where David 
Balfour’s ship was wrecked in Robert 
Louis Stephenson’s book “Kidnapped”)

We had an uneventful reach along the 
south of Mull with the wind falling light in 
the early hours of the morning, and then 
a relaxed beat (sailing into the wind) up 
to Lady’s Rock. It was dark again by the 
time we passed Tobermory. This time 
round there were a couple of fishing 
boats just to the west of the Sound of 
Mull. These two apart, we saw no vessels 
underway on the west or south of Mull 
on any of our roundings, emphasising the 
need to avoid getting into any sort of 
trouble, with no-one around to help!  But 
we had an easy light wind reach (sailing 
across the wind) and then run (with 
the wind) down the west of Mull to the 
Sound of Iona with watch leader Robert 
also choosing to go outside the Tinker’s 
Hole passage. 

A bit of damage just to 
keep us on our toes
As we passed along the south of Mull 
for the third time, in an increasingly gusty 
northerly, Robert was caught out by a 
squall coming off the hills. In the ensuing 
scramble to get the mainsail reefed the 
squall won. We broke several of the lugs 
that secure the mainsail into the mast 
track, and we had no choice but to drop 
the main. Rather than trying to work 
in the dark at sea, we decided to go to 
Loch Spelve on the east coast of Mull 
to assess the damage. We sailed on the 
genoa to the entrance of the loch, then 
motored in to pick up a mooring at first 
light off the mussel farm in the north 
east corner.

In daylight, the damage was less than 
we’d thought, with only two lugs broken, 
both up at the third reefing point. With 
no spare lugs, how to fix it? We removed 
the two good lugs from below the first 
reef and stitched the good lugs onto 
the sail in place of the broken ones. We 
now had a good mainsail, albeit one that 
had to have the first reef in, reducing its 
size and effectiveness. We dropped the 
mooring and motored out of the loch to 
resume our sail.

And back into shelter 
again
As we sailed up the Sound of Mull 
for the fourth time, the wind steadily 
increased.  The forecast was once again 
looking bad, so a stop in Tobermory was 
on the cards, except that the wind was 
forecast to go N to NE which is bad for 
Tobermory (because it blows straight 
into the bay). But before we got to Calf 
Island, the wind had stepped up another 
notch, with spray now coming over the 
boat and progress stopped. It may seem 

surprising that a racing yacht would be 
so easily stopped, but to go upwind well 
in Force 6 she needs her racing sails 
and 6 crew sitting on the rail. We had 
the less effective cruising sails and were 
under crewed for these conditions. And 
I wouldn’t have put crew on the rail in 
winter. So another difficult decision was 
made, and we retreated to Loch Aline, 
half way up the Sound of Mull. 

Wrapping up
Donations continued to pour in, having 
reached £10,000. The BBC were chasing 
us for photos and information for 
The One Show and the Children in 
Need Friday evening programme. We 
responded as best we could with video 
snips and crew photos, and later featured 
on both programmes.  Only then did I 
learn that we had previously been on 
the Breakfast Show weather forecast on 
the Monday when there were 3 Pudseys 
on the weather chart, each marking a 
fund raising effort. Ours was on Mull; the 
other two were in England.

By Friday morning, the wind had 
dropped again, but too late for us to 
complete another circuit of Mull, so 
late that morning we drifted out of 
Loch Aline, and set course back to 
Dunstaffnage in a light northerly. The 
one weather blessing throughout was 
that, except when we were sheltering in 
Tobermory, there was no rain. And Friday 
15th was another sunny day. We drifted 
into Dunstaffnage at dusk to complete 
our self-imposed challenge. Ultimately, 
our donations exceeded £13,400, every 
penny of which went to BBC Children 
in Need. We were a happy crew with 
a job well done. Thanks again to the 
companies that provided the benefit in 
kind that removed all our potential costs 
in mounting the effort.
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Introducing our newest Trustee, Helen Holmes

Let me introduce myself
I am Helen Holmes and have very recently applied to be 
a Trustee of the Urostomy Association.  It is a new role 
with special responsibility for Safeguarding.

Safeguarding
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Why did I apply for the 
role?
I saw the advert for the new role on a 
Volunteering website that promotes 
Trustee opportunities at different charities 
across the UK.  What struck me about the 
advert was the charity itself and its cause.  
With the majority of its beneficiaries 
experiencing bladder cancer, which has 
then led to a urostomy, I felt a connection 
as two of my closest relatives either had 
or are undergoing treatment for bladder 
cancer. The work of the charity clearly 
makes a difference to many people facing 
challenging decisions, as well as to those 
subsequently living with a urostomy. 

What can I bring to the 
role? 
I have spent the last twenty years 
working in the charity sector before 
retiring at Christmas. As a result, I have a 
lot of experience that I can bring to the 
organisation about charity operations, 
compliance, safeguarding adults and 
children, as well as developing services 

and transforming charities to meet 
changing needs. My most recent role was 
as Director of Services at the National 
Deaf Children’s Society, where I was 
responsible for all services delivered 
across the UK, which included elements 
similar to those of the Urostomy 
Association i.e. a Helpline, information 
leaflets, magazines, Support Officers 
going into the homes of families, to 
provide advice and guidance (sometimes 
delivered virtually), group information 
sessions for parents or carers.  Keeping 
children and other users of our 
services safe and preventing harm were 
paramount, therefore I was also the 
strategic lead for safeguarding, chaired 
safeguarding meetings and managed 
safeguarding officers. My earlier roles 
were with the charities Scope and 
Leonard Cheshire Disability, where the 
focus was more on supporting young 
adults and elderly persons who had 
complex physical, health or learning 
needs and disabilities. I am hoping that 
all these experiences will mean that I 
can support the Urostomy Association 
effectively in the years ahead.

Why has the role 
of Trustee with 
safeguarding 
responsibilities been 
created? 

The Charity Commission, which oversees 
and regulates all charities, sets out 
expectations of charities, whether large 
or small. They state that ‘Safeguarding 
should be a key governance priority 
for all charities.’  In explaining what this 
means in practice, guidance advises that 
‘good governance includes having the 
right roles in place and adopting the right 
practices’.  One of those roles is that of a 
‘Trustee that leads on safeguarding’.   The 
Urostomy Association has recognised the 
importance of safeguarding to its work, 
by establishing this new Trustee role.  I am 
therefore happy to do what I can to fulfil 
the responsibility that comes with this 
new role.

What is safeguarding?  
Safeguarding means taking all reasonable 
steps to prevent harm or abuse occurring.  
Harm can come in many forms, including, 
but not limited to, physical, sexual, 
financial, emotional, neglect, self-neglect or 
bullying.  The Urostomy Association wants 
everyone who takes part in its or its 
branches’ activities, or accesses its services, 
to be able to do so in a safe and enjoyable 
way, not experiencing or in fear of harm.  
One of the phrases that is common in 
the world of safeguarding now is ‘it could 
happen here’.  This is definitely not saying 
that instances of abuse will happen, rather 
it is about all those involved having the 
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mindset that makes them think carefully 
about the risks of not protecting people 
from harm, and an organisation capable of 
putting in place the necessary measures 
to prevent abuse.  

Why was I checked to 
join the organisation?  
In order to join the Urostomy Association 
an application was made to undertake 
a basic criminal record check on me, 
in connection with the new role. The 
check was done through the Disclosure 
and Barring Service, overseen by the 
Government. This allows any organisation 
to satisfy themselves that I do not have a 
criminal record.  One of the ten actions 
that the Charity Commission state that 
charities must carry out is to ‘review 
which posts within the charity can 
and must have a DBS check from the 
Disclosure and Barring Service’.  There 
are different levels of check; for example, 
at my last role at the National Deaf 
Children’s Society, I had an enhanced 
level check, as I was specifically involved 
in services working with children.  The 
Disclosure and Barring Service came 
about as a result of the Safeguarding 
Vulnerable Groups Act 2006, following 
the recognition of weaknesses in checking 
and recruitment systems in the Soham 
murders investigation. Both paid staff and 
volunteers can have checks done for 
charity purposes, but only where the roles 
are eligible or relevant for them. 

What will I be doing in 
this new role?  
The first of the ten actions that the 
Charity Commission advise for trustee 
boards to do is to ensure your charity 
has an adequate safeguarding policy, 
a code of conduct and any other 
safeguarding procedures.  At the moment, 
the Urostomy Association does not 
have a safeguarding policy, which is 

an important gap.  I have seen many 
other policies that the Association has 
introduced, many of which I will have 
been familiar with in my previous charity 
roles e.g., Data Protection, Confidentiality, 
Whistleblowing etc.  All of these are good 
and comprehensive; therefore my task is 
to create the safeguarding one to meet 
our responsibilities as a charity and help 
ensure the Urostomy Association has a 
full set of policies.

What will the safeguarding 
policy look like? 

Many of you will be familiar with what 
policies look like and how important 
it is for them to be clear to read, 
straightforward to understand and act 
upon. The new safeguarding policy will 
explain what is meant by safeguarding, 
set out what the organisation will do to 
keep people safe, set out what everyone’s 
(i.e., all of our) responsibilities are in 
keeping safe our staff, our volunteers, our 
beneficiaries and anyone else with whom 
the organisation comes into contact.  It 
will also describe the accountabilities of 
certain roles and how the policy will be 
implemented.  In writing it, I will need 
to make sure that it appears and feels 
relevant to the Urostomy Association and 
what it does - generic ones can all too 
easily be put to one side.  Once it is in 
place, it will be important to review it on 
a regular basis and update it if there are 
any changes in key safeguarding related 
legislation.  Once I have completed the 
safeguarding policy and it has been signed 
off by the Board of Trustees, I will start 
work on the Safeguarding Procedures, 
which will provide more details of 
how and what to do in the event of a 
safeguarding concern.

How will the 
safeguarding policy  
be available? 
In your everyday lives you may come 
across safeguarding policies that other 
organisations have developed.  It could 
be at a local sports club, a church, health 
centre etc many of these will display their 
safeguarding policy and give details of 
who to get in touch with in the event of 
a concern.  Other organisations will have 
their whole policy or a policy statement 
on their website.  We will need to think 
carefully as to how to make it available 
so that everyone knows how and where 
to access it, but also that any visitors to 
the activities become aware of it, where 
appropriate. It will certainly be added to 
folders kept by all branches, alongside the 
other Urostomy Association policies. 

How will awareness 
of good safeguarding 
practice be raised?  
This article is the first opportunity for 
me to start to raise awareness about 
safeguarding and what it means for the 
Urostomy Association. Therefore, I hope 
you will have the chance to read and 
digest the article. I will also be looking at 
some training for relevant staff, volunteers 
and Trustees.  I can and will continue to 
create content and guidance like this to 
help raise awareness and respond to 
another of the Charity Commission’s 
action for trustee boards i.e., to ‘consider 
how to improve the safeguarding culture 
within your charity’. 

In the meantime, if you have any 
queries, please contact me at: 

helen.holmes@ 
urostomyassociation.org.uk.  
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Strategic review update

Fundraising
It is vital that we find ways to raise 
income to ensure we can continue to 
deliver service to you all. We have not 
had a dedicated Fundraiser for some 
years now, so it is important that we 
appoint someone to that role as soon 
as possible. There is an advertisement 
in this journal, so if you know of anyone, 
please do bring the advert to their 
attention. We are, of course, advertising 
the role elsewhere and hope to find a 
suitable candidate to fill the vacancy.

Communications
One of the key recommendations 
from the review is that we ensure 
coordination between the various 
communication channels that we use. 
To this end we have formulated a 
communications strategy, which we are 
working to implement at national level. 
This includes things we already have 
such as Facebook but also things we 
have not yet embarked upon such as 
Twitter and Instagram etc.
One thing we do have is the website. 
This was updated a number of years 
ago but badly in need of a full refresh 

Brian Fretwell
Chairman of the National 
Executive Committee
Parts of the strategic 
review are starting to be 
implemented so we wanted 
to give you an update on 
where we currently stand. 

and needs linking to other forms of 
communication medium we currently 
use. To this end we have someone 
looking at our current site with a view to 
making improvements and we will then 
restructure the website accordingly. 

It is always useful to have user input 
to software type developments so if 
you have anything you would like to see 
on the website, please do let Hazel or 
myself know so these can be taken into 
consideration when redeveloping the site. 
It is expected that we will have a trial site 
by the end of November, so please do get 
any requests in as soon as possible.

The website development is an 
important feature of moving the 
Association forward. It us not only our 
shop window to the world, but it can also 
be a means of improving communications 
with you, the membership. Improved 
digital communications will also allow us 
to save money by reducing the postage 
costs, as well as helping the environment 
by reducing the amount of paper we use.

Meetings
During Covid we have had many virtual 
meetings both nationally and at Branch 
level. The association is governed by the 

Articles of Association - unfortunately 
these were drawn up back in 2009 when 
virtual meetings were unheard of in 
charity circles. Having taken legal advice, 
we know that we need to change the 
current Articles to allow us, at national 
level, to hold virtual meetings. Therefore, 
in the 2021 NAGM papers that will be 
coming out you soon will see a proposal 
to change them. 

Local organisation.
The difficulty in recruiting branch officers 
means that we need to rethink how 
we operate at local level, as well as 
providing more services and assistance 
from national level, which will necessitate 
increasing our staff numbers to enable 
that function to be carried out. We do 
not want to lose our local input, so we do 
need to devise a way of using volunteers 
in a different way to serve local needs

We are continuing to develop the 
strategy and will give a further report 
at the NAGM which is to be held on 
Saturday December 11th, both face to 
face and virtually. Full details will be sent 
out to you with the meeting papers.
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Fundraising Lead – part time, home based
A vacancy has arisen at the Urostomy Association for a paid, professional, fundraising lead, 
with a proven successful track record, who can lead on the development of a new fundraising 
strategy for the Urostomy Association.

The Person
•  You will have proven charity sector funding 

experience, with a good understanding of relevant 
legislation and experience of diverse fundraising 
practices. 

•  Committed to our vision and values, you will be 
enthusiastic, proactive, self-motivated, creative and 
able to build effective long-lasting relationships with 
our key supporters. 

•  Working on your own initiative you will have 
excellent organisational and interpersonal skills 
and able to manage a demanding workload whilst 
meeting tight deadlines. 

•  You must have your own transport, and be prepared 
to travel the UK to attend and assist at events. 

Applications
Applications should be submitted by email to our 
National�Office,�along�with�your�CV,��by�November 
26th, with interviews to follow soon after this date. 

Contact us:
More information may be obtained from our National 
Office:

by telephone:  01386 430140
by email:  secretary@urostomyassociation.org.uk

(We reserve the right to expire vacancies prior to the 
advertised closing date once we have received a sufficient 
number of applications)

Caption: Photo by Christopher Bill on Unsplash

The role
•  You will manage our grant applications, and develop 

and handle national fundraising campaigns and events. 

•  You will work closely with our local volunteers, by 
supporting them in their community fundraising 
activities. 

•  You will enjoy working from home, but you will 
have the benefit of ample support from the Chief 
Executive Officer and other Trustees. 

The Benefits
•  Salary up to £30,000 per annum, pro-rata for 3 days 

per week. 

•  Matching up to 3% contributory pension scheme

•  Laptop and mobile phone. 

•  Reimbursed reasonable business expenses. 

•  20 days annual leave plus Bank Holidays per annum 
pro-rata

Registered Charity Number:  
England and Wales 1131072  Scotland SCO47740
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Jonathan and his Somerset 60’s cup

Photo by Damiano Baschiera on Unsplash
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The deciding factor for Jonathan Fry
Member Jonathan Fry became a member of the Urostomy Association earlier 
this year, having had his bladder and prostate removed at Southmead Hospital in 
Bristol in January 2021, due to cancer. Following that, his urethra was removed in 
May, but prior to all that, he had had several cystoscopies at Weston Super Mare 
hospital and a course of BCG vaccine. Jonathan describes his urostomy journey.

People ask me how I knew there was a problem. I tell them that too many late-night 
visits to the toilet, coupled with discomfort and very little output, told me all was not well. 
An additional deciding factor was the uncontrollable urge to pee, which was highlighted 
on a ‘special trip’ to Venice, returning on the Orient Express. Whilst walking around the 
Cannaregio district of the city, I experienced two separate urgent needs to pee, which I 
couldn’t hold in; at the age of 59 I had the embarrassment of wetting myself. Fortunately, 
my wife and I were on our way back to our hotel, so I could shower and change.

Ever since my original diagnosis I have spoken to my male friends about the 
warning signs and in particular about not ignoring them; not that I did!  I visited my 
local GP and he referred me for investigations and treatment. My operation in January 
went as well as could be expected, but I didn’t deal too well with the overall recovery. 
Firstly, I hated the fact that I had a stoma and had to pee into a plastic bag. Secondly, 
with various tubes going in and coming out of my body, with part of the bowel 
repurposed to form the stoma, my bowel went on strike. It was eleven days after the 
operation before it decided to return to work; not a great time for me!

As the year has progressed things have become much better. I have to date had 
many bag changes without any problems and have settled into a regime of changing 
the bag first thing in the morning, every two days, with the help of my wife Julie. I don’t 
know how I would cope without her unquestionable help and support. Potential leaks 
have been eradicated, as the night bag collects nearly 100% of the urine in my system.   
I did attend regular appointments with my stoma nurses, as I couldn’t quite let go of 
the safety blanket they provided. Again, I don’t know how I would have coped without 
them being on hand to help me with anything I needed.

Walking football
Prior to my surgery, I had been playing walking football; really, that is football as we 
know it, but with running not allowed and heading the ball discouraged. Designed 
for the over 50s, it’s mostly played by men, but women also play, and even mixed 
matches do occur. Walking football is quite competitive and regional leagues exist for 
those who want to play against other like-minded teams. I have been fortunate to 
play walking football for the past 5 years and won my first league medal for Clevedon 
Town Over 60s.  Initially, following surgery, I didn’t know if I would be able to resume 
playing, apprehensive that having the stoma would be incompatible with playing the 
sport.  However, I have resumed playing and recommend the sport as an excellent 
option, enhancing both physical fitness and social life.

As the year has gone along, I have got back to travelling, at least locally, making it 
to South Devon, the Isle of Wight, the Cotswolds and York.  And I have been able to 
indulge my passion in all these places for photographing steam engines.  

Having retired over three years ago, I’m determined that my stoma won’t prevent 
me from enjoying retirement, and the waning pandemic offers the prospect of even 
wider options for me.  

Trouble in Venice
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Our Editorial Assistant Chris Carruthers is a climber, as is his friend Mick Fowler. Chris told 
us, ‘Although he’s now retired, Mick organised his climbing as an amateur mountaineer 
around a career and family life. With a small cadre of friends, he has accomplished a 
sequence of outstanding, difficult and beautiful new routes in the Himalayas, the Andes, 
and Alaska. As a climber with a stoma (urostomy) myself, I can relate totally to what he 
has described for us in this article about climbing with a colostomy, because many of our 
problems are the same. However, we don’t let them get us down — if you just try, maybe 
anything is possible.’

Climbing with a Stoma

The day I was told that my cancer 
had spread, and that removal of my 
anus, rectum, and lymph nodes was 
required if life was to continue, was a 
memorable one. I understood that the 
most�difficult�part�of�the�operation�
would be removing the cancer, but my 
focus was more on what life would be 
like having a stoma and a colostomy bag. 
I had enjoyed a healthy 62 years and it 
simply wasn’t a situation I ever imagined 
I might be in. An irreversible stoma 
operation is a serious prospect for all of 
us. And with climbing such an important 
part of my life, I particularly wondered 
what impact a stoma and colostomy bag 
might have on future climbs.

Will I ever again find joy 
in climbing?
The very few on-line stories about 
trekkers and climbers with stomas 
were not overly positive. I particularly 
remember one thread detailing 
problems a rock climber was having 
because his harness tended to get 
caught and pull off his colostomy bag, 
when he hung on the rope. In another, 
a Himalayan trekker appeared unable 
to satisfactorily attach his bag at 
altitude and got into a terrible mess. 
The literature I was given painted 
a rather better picture, but it was 
strongly angled towards older people. 
References to milestones such as lifting 
half full kettles and getting back to 
some gentle gardening left me more 
concerned than motivated. Along the 

way I was put in touch with a climber 
with a stoma, who gave some useful 
advice, but what lay ahead sounded at 
best a faff and at worst life changing. I 
really did wonder if climbing would ever 
be a joyous pastime again.

I was advised that positioning the 
stoma away from the harness line might 
help. Preoperative discussions included 
parading in front of an interested 
group of stoma nurses in my harness. 
A felt pen cross, marking the ideal 
position, was inked onto my abdomen. 
Beyond that I was in the hands of the 
surgeons. I became quite stressed by 
this, especially when I awoke from 
the�operation�to�find�that�my�stoma�
was very close to my harness line and 
significantly�bigger�than�expected.�The�
surgeon was reassuring, but I couldn’t 
help but be concerned.

Nearly three years on, how have 
things gone? Initially, well before I was 
recovered enough to return to climbing, 
I became obsessed with changing 
colostomy bags as infrequently as 
possible. My thinking was that, if I could 
keep the same bag on for a long time, 
this would make climbing life much 
easier, especially on multi-day Himalayan 
climbs. After discussions with stoma 
nurses and intrigued colostomy bag 
manufacturers, I experimented with a 
wide range of bags before concluding 
that a drainable bag was best for me. 
These are usually recommended for 
those with an ileostomy, where the 
discharge�is�more�fluid,�but�I�found�
that it was possible to squeeze viscous 

discharge out of the bag and easily 
re-seal it. This meant that I was able to 
achieve a Personal Best of four days 
wear for one bag and naively, I assumed 
that this had the problem sorted for 
Himalayan climbs.

Hernia risk?
As I got used to my stoma and started 
rock climbing again, I was very aware 
that I had been told my stoma would 
make me more at risk of a hernia. I 
understood that about 1 in 20 stoma 
patients end up with a hernia and I 
thought that the hard pulling required 
on steep climbs made me a prime 
candidate. That concern was with me 
for some months, but has reduced 
as I have pulled as hard as I can on 
numerous occasions with no ill-effect. 
That said, I am still wary of straining too 
hard to pick up heavy objects. In the 
early climbing days, I was very aware of 
my colostomy bag, constantly checking 
that all was well. However, I found that 
the�bag�rarely�filled�during�climbing�and,�
even when it did, the use of a drainable 
bag meant that I virtually never had to 
change it during a rock climbing day. 
Despite warnings, I have never had a 
problem with the bag getting caught up 
and pulled off by my harness. Having 
a stoma has hardly affected my rock 
climbing at all - I make sure I carry a 
spare bag with me, but that’s about it.

Winter climbing has proved more 
difficult.�The�combination�of�a�heavy�
sack with a waist belt and a heavy rack 
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on my harness puts extra pressure 
on the stoma area, increasing the 
chance of ‘pancaking’ – where the 
discharge�can’t�find�its�way�into�the�bag�
and spreads out under the adhesive, 
eventually leaking out. The skin needs 
to be absolutely dry for a good seal 
and this makes successfully changing a 
bag in wild Scottish conditions almost 
impossible. Making sure I don’t eat 
excessively the night before helps, 
and mostly I have been able to avoid 
problems by stopping and draining in 
good time. However on one occasion, 
conditions in Glencoe were particularly 
grim, the bag ‘pancaked’, and there 
wasn’t really anything I could do about 
it until I got down. But – hey it’s only a 
bit of poo! I think that’s important to 
remember. In the greater scheme of 
things, it’s not exactly a disaster if you 
are on a day trip and all goes wrong.

Himalayan challenges
Operating in the Alps I have found 
rather easier. Much as the pancaking 
risk is similar to winter climbing 
in the UK, the weather is usually 
better, so I have found bag changing 
more straightforward. Multi-day 
mountaineering is a little different. 
I have twice attempted multi-day 
Himalayan climbs since my operation 
- unfortunately both attempts were 
unsuccessful, although I have proved 
to myself that a colostomy bag is not 
an insurmountable problem in greater 
range climbing. An issue that concerned 
me beforehand was the cold. Much as 
I had conducted successful tests with 
bags fresh from the freezer at home, 
I was concerned that temperatures 
down to around minus 20 centigrade 
might cause adhesion problems. With 
some judicious warming beforehand, 
that turned out not to be the case, 
but I did discover that my original plan 
of only changing the (drainable) bag 
every 3-4 days was not practicable, as 
the continuous pressure of a heavy 
harness and a heavy rucksack waist belt 
meant the bag was invariably close to 

pancaking by the evening. I ended up 
allowing one bag per day, plus spares, 
which meant carrying 10 bags or so 
on a 7-day climb, minimising weight 
being a priority. Not ideal, and I had 
one seriously unfortunate incident with 
diarrhoea and copious liquid discharge 
during my efforts to change a bag, four

days into a climb. Several bags of my 
carefully calculated supply were wasted, 
as I desperately tried to attach a bag 
when the skin was not completely dry. 
Conversely,�during�one�difficult�night,�
hanging on the steep face, I was able to 
easily empty my bag, while my partner 
had�a�difficult�time�relieving�himself�in�
a more conventional manner. I have to 
admit that multi-day Himalayan climbing 
with a stoma is not ideal. It is possible, 
but it certainly adds to the challenge 
of operating for days on end in an 
inhospitable environment.

So overall, much as I wouldn’t 
recommend that everyone has a stoma 
with a urostomy or colostomy bag, my 
experience has been nowhere near as 
bad as I feared. I sleep easy at night, 
and my climbing standard, and choice 
of�objectives,�have�not�been�influenced�
at all.

...my experience has been 
nowhere near as bad as 
I feared. I sleep easy at 
night, and my climbing 
standard, and choice of 
objectives, have not been 
influenced at all.
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The timing of the tragic events of 9/11 
in New York, twenty years ago now, 
remains�very�significant�to�me,�but�in�
a very different way to all the poor 
people who lost their lives in such 
a never to be forgotten way. For me 
that day was the start of a life without 
constant pain and without constantly 
running to the toilet to wee, only to be 
in even more pain afterwards. 

No let-up
All attempts to help with medication 
and bladder stretches only lasted a few 
days at most. I had interstitial cystitis; 
I’m not sure if it’s still called that but 
it was 20 yrs ago. I’d had years of not 
being taken seriously. People would say 
to me “Oh you only think you need to 
go again, surely it’s not that bad”.  One 
doctor I was sent to shouted at me 
and told me to wear cotton knickers 
and use simple soap; he reduced me to 
tears. He was a gynaecologist and it was 
a while before I was transferred to a 
urologist. 
At�first�it�was�Mr�Doyle�who�

miraculously knew the cause of my 
problem.  That was such a relief. He 
was very sympathetic, and started me 
on steroids, but they didn’t help much 
either. Interstitial cystitis is 24/7 with 

I can’t forget 9/11
Pauline Budd has a different reason for 
remembering the day that New York’s World Trade 
Centre was destroyed.

no let-up at night.  I was going to wee 
so many times that some nights I would 
sit on the toilet, with my head resting 
on the sink, as it seemed there was no 
point in going back to bed.

My husband never complained and 
he and our daughter saw me in tears 
many times. Later I was to see Mr 
Turner who was equally sympathetic, 
and although it was so nice that I was 
seeing someone who knew what I had, 
and also appreciated what I was going 
through, not much changed: in fact, it 
got worse. On my clinic visit at the 
beginning of August 2001, I had such a 
bad day that my husband told Mr Turner, 
‘I think she would have her bladder 
taken out tonight if you would do it.’ 
He replied, ‘That’s what I need to hear, 
because we don’t take people’s bladders 
out willy nilly’ He could see that I was 
exhausted, and he went to get his diary 
and booked me in for operation on 
September 9th, 2001

New York reminder
I didn’t know anything about the attacks 
on the World Trade Center until I was 
back in the side room of the ward and 
my husband came in and told me. Also, a 
friend came and said no one will forget 
the day you had your operation.

Although I’ve had my share of kidney 
infections, I've had no more pain 
and have never regretted having the 
operation. I will be forever grateful to 
Mr Turner and his team for giving me 
the last 20 years, and also to all the 
wonderful staff who cared for me for 
the two weeks I was an inpatient there. 
Addenbrooke’s is a wonderful hospital 
and the staff are second to none. 

Addendum: Interstitial cystitis is a 
distressing chronic bladder disorder, 
predominantly affecting females.  There is 
frequency and urgency of need to empty 
the bladder, often of small amounts, 
throughout the day and night.  Associated 
with this is pelvic pressure discomfort and 
pain of varying form, pain which may be 
severe. The precise cause remains unknown 
and any cure remains elusive.  No evidence 
for infection as the basis has been found.  
Understandably, the disorder has a 
profound effect on quality of life, at work, 
socially, and at home.  Treatment is difficult 
but aims to ease symptoms including 
with medication, surgical procedures, 
and life style advice.  But sometimes the 
unremitting symptoms are such that the 
only remaining option is removal of the 
bladder, joining the ranks of those of us with 
urostomies.  Ed.
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What is Purple 
Urinary Bag Syndrome?
An article by Editorial Assistant Katie Sainsbury, BSc (Edin)  
BA (Open) - for 25 years, Katie was an Associate Lecturer  
in Health and Social Care at the Open University’
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If you wake up one morning 
and find that the urine in your 
catheter or night drainage bag has 
suddenly turned purple it can be 
very alarming. It is not, in itself, a 
serious condition, so do not panic, 
but it can point to an underlying 
UTI. We thought it would be a 
good idea just to outline what 
Purple Urinary Bag Syndrome 
(PUBS for short!) is, and what 
it may mean if your urine bag 
suddenly becomes purple overnight!

What is PUBS?
Purple Urinary Bag Syndrome was first 
reported in the medical literature in 
1978. It is an uncommon (some say rare) 
condition occurring in people who may 
be catheterised or who have other 
forms of urinary diversions where the 
urine is drained into a drainage bag.

Why does the urine 
appear to turn purple?
The purple colouration is the result of 
the breakdown, through the digestive 
system, of a building block of protein 
called tryptophan (found in a range 
of foods including milk, fish, chicken 
and turkey). In certain situations, a 
resultant by-product of the metabolism 
of tryptophan, indoxyl sulphate, reacts 
with bacteria in the urine to produce 
two pigments indigo (blue) and indirubin 
(red). We know from our childhood 
paint box that red and blue combine to 
make purple. Hence the purple colour!

Interestingly it is not the urine itself 
that is purple. The bag or catheter 
turns purple when increased levels of 
these pigments react with the plastic to 
produce the purple discolouration.

Why does it only 
happen sometimes and 
to just some people?
In the medical literature a number of 
risk factors for this syndrome have 
been identified, which may include:

•  A urinary tract infection, where 
there may, or may not, be any UTI 
symptoms - PUBS does not seem 
to be associated with any particular 
bacteria. In their paper “ Purple 
Urine Bag Syndrome: More Than 
Eyes Can See” the authors identify 
over 20 different bacteria which 
have been associated with UTIs 
relating to PUBS, including E.Coli, 
Proteus Mirabilis and Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa.

•  An alkaline urine (although there 
have been a few reports of PUBS 
where urine is acidic)

•  Constipation

•  Catheterisation or other urinary 
diversion

•  Use of a polyvinyl chloride urinary 
catheter or bag

Treating and 
preventing PUBS
PUBS is usually associated with a UTI 
so the steps that can be taken when it 
is seen include:

•  Deciding whether to treat any 
underlying UTI with antibiotic

•  Treating the constipation

•  Maintaining good personal hygiene

•  If an indwelling catheter is present 
...change it regularly

•  If urinary drainage bags are used... 
change them regularly.

Important to 
remember:

If you suddenly 
wake up and see 
purple urine...
Don’t panic!!

It is not, in itself, a serious condition but 
it can point to an underlying UTI so 
do make sure you seek medical advice 
to ensure you can get the correct 
treatment.
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Here’s to the next fifty years   
Thank you for sending me the Golden Jubilee Edition of the UA 
Journal. In recognition of this momentous occasion please find 
enclosed a cheque for £50 towards UA funds.

Funnily enough, I too am 50 years 
old. My urostomy was formed 45 
years ago as I was born with multiple 
spinal abnormalities and a neurogenic 
bladder. My parents wanted me to 
go to a "normal" school, but as I was 
incontinent and still in nappies, the 
school would not accommodate me. 
My parents were offered an ileal 
conduit diversion for me, and the rest 
as they say is history.

In the early years I remember huge 
(for a small child) bags, thick stoma 
wafers, spray glue in a can, kidney seals 
and elasticated belts. The latter utilised 
in the hope of holding the whole thing 
on for more than a few hours. Many 
nights I woke my parents with the cry 
of "I have a leak". How things have 
changed for the better.

I don't recall exactly when I became 
a member of the UA. I lived in London 
at the time and was a member of 
the North London branch. On one 
occasion I decided to attend their 
meeting at the North Middlesex 
Hospital, but although I was made very 
welcome, I was disappointed, as all the 
members were to my eyes very elderly. 
No one had had their urostomy since 
a child and so I never attended again, 
preferring just to receive the magazine. 
Later if I recall correctly the branch 

folded and I became a postal member. 
I also remember attending an Open 
Day at London Zoo. There were 
representatives of the UA present, 
with appliance manufacturers, and after 
visiting the stands my mum and I were 
admitted to the zoo free of charge!

When I moved to Brandon in 2010, 
I was enrolled as a member of the 
East Anglia branch. Unfortunately, 
due to working and to the distance 
involved (I cannot drive), I have not yet 
attended a meeting, but I suspect the 
members would no longer appear so 
elderly to me!! I have always done my 
best to spread the word of the UA, 
once discovering that the husband of 
a colleague also had a urostomy, as 
he had been born without a bladder. 
Until recently (not now, for pandemic 
reasons) I always left my copy of the 
UA journal in the doctor's surgery.

Thank you to you and all your 
colleagues who for 50 years have led 
the UA. 

Best wishes, and here's to the next 
50!

L Hipperson

Wheat bag helps 
adhesion
With regard to the non-sticking 
of urostomy bags, a wheat 
bag has helped me for the last 
fourteen years. I put one in the 
microwave for no more than 2 
½ minutes, and once heated I 
place it over the bag when it’s in 
situ. Works wonders, and sticks 
like nobody’s business. It can be 
difficult to pull off, so I must use 
a removing spray. It’s done the 
trick for me, so I hope that this 
will help others too.

P E Thomas

Thank you to you and 
all your colleagues who 
for 50 years have led 
the UA. 
Best wishes, and here's 
to the next 50!
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I had struggled with my urostomy 
bags for a couple of days and was very 
conscious of the need to be vigilant to 
even the smallest leak, but when we 
set off everything seemed to fine and 
dandy.

The first lock went fine (the owner 
was skipper after I had taken the boat 
out of the marina, so I therefore did 
the lock work). The next lock was a 
five-minute walk, so I left my host and 
his boat with another boat crew and 
set off at a stride.

 Suddenly the unthinkable 
happened and I felt distinctly wet. No 
warning, no little spot of dampness, 
just wet enough to show through my 
trousers. Panic. Swearing. Removed 
everything from the trouser pocket 
on that side to avoid contamination. 
Put everything in my waterproof 
jacket. Quick visit to a bush out of 
view of others and an empty while 

I assessed my options. I cannot just 
go back and use the toilet on the 
boat without revealing to both boats’ 
occupants the reason that I was coming 
back.

Then …….. another wet patch 
appeared. This time further round the 
same trouser leg. Too far round to be 
from the bag, unless it was squirting 
sideways under pressure. Wet though, 
and growing.

My mind was in a bit of turmoil as I 
tried to work out what was happening 
and how to deal with it, whilst still 
walking down the towpath towards 
the next lock. I was walking at quite a 
pace and despite the colder weather I 
was starting to warm up so I opened 
my waterproof jacket to cool down. 
The tips of my fingers were wet, and 
the bottom of the coat was soaked in 
one corner! The second wet patch was 
coming from the coat. I examined the 

Leak or no leak?
Today I went boating. I answered a request to help a boat owner move a narrowboat seven locks 
and roughly five hours down the Shropshire Union Canal and onto the Middlewich Branch.

liquid in the only way I could manage, 
by putting my fingers under my nose to 
confirm that this was the contents of my 
bag. Minty!

MINTY? I checked my coat pocket 
(where I had decanted the contents 
of my trouser pocket after the first 
wet patch appeared). I pulled out my 
handy pocket-sized breath spray, which 
I had taken with me due to having had 
a strong curry the night before. The 
top had broken off and the contents 
had deposited themselves into, first my 
trousers, and then my coat pocket.

If anyone had seen me for the next 
three minutes as I very nearly skipped 
up the towpath to the lock, they would 
have assumed that I was certifiable. 
Grinning, actually laughing out loud, 
on my own, whilst gleefully sniffing my 
fingers.

Geoff Harris 
Crewe

Sexual urges haven’t 
diminished and the 
contentment is the same 
as it was before my 
urostomy surgery. 

I was disappointed to read in the 
Journal what appears to be a negative 
view of sex after surgery following 
bladder cancer. Recovering from 
radical surgery in 2008 – removal of 
prostate, urethra and bladder – like 
many others I found that an erection 
was not possible without some form 
of assistance. My doctors made an 
appointment with the local urology 
nurse, who dealt with sex problems, 
and my wife and I met a lovely nurse 
called Wendy, who put us at our ease 
and explained the various methods 

Resuming a normal sex life
we could try, i.e., vacuum pumps, 
Viagra, or penile injections. These we 
tried with varying degrees of success. 
Pumps made little difference and 
Viagra had no noticeable effect. Penile 
injections worked well, but there were 
two drawbacks. The method lacked 
spontaneity, and you could be walking 
around for two hours with an erect 
penis. We were then offered the 
option of a penile implant, and after 
various meetings with doctors and 
nurses at UCL Hospital in London, we 
understood how it all worked.

I had the operation ten years ago, and 
it still works extremely well. The best 
thing about it is the spontaneity, and 
either partner can cause the implant 
to become erect. Sexual urges haven’t 
diminished and the contentment is the 
same as it was before my urostomy 
surgery. The only real difference is 
the feeling of a dry ejaculation, so 
for anybody out there who wants to 
resume a normal sex life, there is lots 
of hope.

Robin J Parnell

Photo by Kristina Litvjak on Unsplash
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News from
the branches

Cambridge
We have continued to hold monthly 
Zoom meetings on the first Tuesday of 
each month, and expect to continue them 
throughout October, November and 
December. However, we are working to 
complete the necessary risk assessment 
papers to allow us to revert to our normal 
face to face meetings as soon as possible. 
One of our early meetings will need to be 
an AGM, because some branch officials’ 
positions will become vacant at the end of 
December.

A Christmas meal was booked some 
months ago for mid-December, and we 
hope this will go ahead, after checking the 
situation with the country pub that we 
use, concerning safety precautions etc.

Helen Wooley

Postal Branch
If you are not a member of 
one of our Branches, you are 
automatically a Postal Member

If you live within travelling distance 
of a Urostomy Association Branch, 
why not surprise them and turn up 
at one of their meetings – I promise 
that you will be given a very warm 
welcome. Alternatively, could we 
help to put you in touch with other 
Members local to you? 

David Simonds is your Members’ 
Representative. Feel free to 
contact him (or any other member 
of the NEC) with any concerns 
or suggestions – see page 6 for 
contact details.

Birmingham
Covid-19 seems to have made us all nervous, with some even reluctant to attend a 
Zoom meeting! I want our members to know that it is the intention of the branch 
to have a New Year meal at the Tally Ho in January 2022, but I need some feedback 
from them. The meal will be subsidised by the Association, and hopefully this will be 
the first get together before opening up to our normal branch meetings.

However, I do need to know how many would be interested in attending, so 
Birmingham members – please get in touch with me as soon as possible.

It has been a tough two years for everyone, and the virus has made many people 
feel vulnerable, but as someone pointed out to me – yes, we have to preserve life, but 
we also have to live life.

Let’s make 2022 a year of celebration for the Association, as we belatedly celebrate 
our Golden Year, and let’s move on to meetings where the experiences and the 
information obtained can be so much better than Google can give to people.

Best wishes to all our members.

Kathy Preston

Cotswold 
In keeping with the current 50 years 
theme, my Wife and I celebrated our 
Golden Wedding in September, but, 
as with so many other things, we were 
unable to share it with others as we 
would have wished, due to the on-going 
pandemic

This might well be the last Branch 
Report I write for The Journal because, 
as Branch Members should know by now 
from our latest newsletter, Val (Branch 
Secretary) Alison (Branch Treasurer) and 
I have all decided not to stand for re-
election at the next Branch AGM and, if 
that does not take place in February 2022 
as hoped, then we will all be standing 
down by the end of that month.

Whilst there are several factors 
influencing our decisions, which were all 
taken independently, the principal reason 
for Val and me is the length of time we 
have held the positions. Val only stood 
in as an emergency measure for the role 
of Secretary when her predecessor and 
good friend, Janet Payne, passed away 
unexpectedly shortly before our Branch 
AGM in 2018. She made it quite clear 
that she would only do it for a maximum 
of one year, allowing new member Mark 
to shadow her for a year, before he took 
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over as Secretary at the next AGM, 
having volunteered to take on the role 
in 2018. Sadly, Mark died (far too young) 
before that could happen, and then the 
Covid-19 pandemic struck and Val has 
found herself still carrying out the role 
ever since – and a very good job she has 
made of it, especially with the difficulties 
created both by the pandemic and also 
the additional requirements of Data 
Protection.

Val had been Branch Treasurer since 
2016, and Alison, until then in charge of 
refreshments, was persuaded to take on 
that role, once again making an excellent 
job of it. 

I only agreed to become Chairman in 
2016 when my predecessor and the then 
treasurer announced their resignations, 
after holding the positions for a number of 
years. Having only just joined the Branch 
Committee, along with Janet Payne who 
had also just joined, I was faced with 
the prospect of the branch having to 
close if we did not take on the roles of 
Chairman and Secretary. It had never 
been my intention to do so for more than 
a few years, setting my absolute limit at 
five years which I will have reached by 
December.

Dave
Branch Chairman

Leicestershire
As we continue to slowly adapt to 
living with Covid, the thoughts of the 
committee have been on how we can 
start to get back to meeting up again. 
We can now meet in person but with 
stringent guidelines. We realise that for 
some members this will not be an option 
at the moment and would not want 
anyone to feel pressurised into doing 
something that they are not comfortable 
with.

I understand from Hazel that our 
afternoon tea event to celebrate the UA’s 
50th birthday is likely to be held in March 
2022 and will let you know when I get 
further details of the date and venue.

I have also heard that the narrow boat 
company, which was to have organised a 
meal and boat trip for us, is beginning to 
open up again, so a trip when the weather 
warms up in the Spring is a possibility.

We managed an enjoyable holiday 
in Southwold in June. For those of you 
who do not know Southwold, it is a 
lovely combination of seaside and beach 
huts, harbour and pier along with some 
splendid, but very expensive houses. It 
is one of our favourite places and the 

holiday was only slightly marred by having 
to spend an evening on the balcony of the 
flat that we rented. A fault had caused 
the smoke detector to activate and it was 
impossible to turn off the ear-splitting 
noise. A G&T or two and a blanket 
softened the wait in the dark for the 
maintenance man to arrive!

My husband is a keen photographer 
and decided to take a series of 
photographs of owners and their dogs as 
they walked along the promenade. This 
involved me being on “dog watch” so that 
I could warn him of approaching canines 
in time for him to be ready to take the 
appropriate action shot!

Our garden and the allotment have 
kept me busy. It was good to have the rain 
recently as it has made the task of digging 
over the beds so much easier as it had 
been so dry. Unfortunately, the bindweed 
seems to thrive whatever the weather 
and I am very loathe to use weedkiller. It is 
my constant battle!

I hope that you are all keeping well and, 
as ever, please get in touch if I can help 
you in any way. I will be in touch shortly 
once we have firmed up plans.

Charlotte Millar.

Photo by Simon Godfrey on Unsplash

Photo by Ben Wicks on Unsplash
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News from the branches

London 
On 24th August, we held another joint 
online Zoom meeting for the Surrey 
and London branches, hosted by our 
National Chief Executive, Hazel Pixley.  
Five members of the London branch 
participated. There was a general 
discussion initially on stoma issues, 
including how to find out whether there 
are cheaper options we can use in order 
to save the NHS money and how to make 
night bags last longer by sterilising them.  
There was also discussion of how much 
stock to keep at home, particularly in the 
light of the recent problems at Amcare, 
who were unable to fulfil orders for 
several weeks because of software issues.  
There was also a discussion of the merits 
or otherwise of hernia repair operations.  
Hazel gave a very interesting talk about 
growing up with a stoma, having had a 
stoma since she was a small child.

Jim O’Gorman, our representative on 
the National Executive Committee and 
Chairman of the Surrey branch, said that 
he is exploring options for an anniversary 
cream tea next year as a joint London/
Surrey event.  

The National Executive Committee 
has now given branches permission to 
organise local branch meetings where 
this can be done in a covid-safe manner.  

This would include submitting a risk 
assessment to National Office 7-14 days 
in advance, using a venue that is large 
enough to allow social distancing and 
enabling branch members not wishing to 
attend in person to take part remotely by 
computer.

Because our meetings are traditionally 
held in the Maggie’s Centre at Charing 
Cross Hospital in the early evening, 
and because most attendees arrive by 
public transport, our view is that a risk 
assessment would rule out holding a 
meeting at the moment, because of the 
risks for vulnerable people associated with 
travelling by public transport in central 
London during the rush hour.  I would 
certainly be reluctant to travel to such a 
meeting.  We have therefore decided not 
to organise any physical meetings for the 
time being.

I hope that branch members have 
been able to start meeting up with family 
and friends and maybe even to get away 
for a break.  My wife and I spent a very 
pleasant week in Kent in September. The 
weather was kind and we were able to 
get out into the countryside for some 
enjoyable walks. 

Best wishes to all our branch members 
from our chairman, Ray, and me.

Brian Glicksman

Newcastle Upon Tyne
It has been a long summer, wondering 
when we would be able to meet up 
again in person. We have recently been 
assured by the NEC that it is safe to do 
so, provided that certain requirements 
are met. Branches have to complete a 
“Covid-19 Meeting Risk Assessment” 
form, to be sent to National Office 7-14 
days prior to the meeting.  Our branch 
AGM was scheduled to take place on 
Saturday 2nd October, but three days 
prior to being notified by Hazel that we 
could meet face to face, I had received 
an email from the Freeman Hospital 
Education Department, informing us that 
our meeting venue was being refurbished, 
and this would take 4-6months. We have 
lost our meeting place for now, and the 
AGM has been postponed until later in 
the year. To date we have not been able 
to source another venue to hold the 
AGM or for our regular Christmas Party, 
all are either fully booked or not suitable. 
Some function rooms are fully booked 
until late Spring!

Many members will have had their 
booster vaccine now, and even their flu 
vaccine, so will feel a little less at risk. We 
still have to be very careful though, and 
wish that some other members of the 
public were too!   

Unless we find a suitable venue, we 
shall have to continue our meetings by 
Zoom. This is not entirely satisfactory, as 
many members do not have online access, 
or do not feel comfortable using Zoom. 
I certainly prefer face to face meetings! 
Only about six members contributed to 
the last virtual meeting.  I was absent too, 
as I had been taken ill and was admitted 
to hospital the day before.

We are still unable to recommence 
our hospital visiting. The Stoma Nurses 
continue to give out UA information packs 
to new patients, including an ‘Introduction 
to the Newcastle Branch’.

With good wishes to all members 
and keep safe from the covid-19 and flu 
viruses - hopefully by the next Journal 
update my report may be more positive!

Eileen Spraggon

My wife and I spent a very pleasant week in 
Kent in September. The weather was kind and 
we were able to get out into the countryside for 
some enjoyable walks. 

Photo by Chris on Unsplash
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Sheffield & District 
It is really hard to believe that we have 
all been impacted by the Coronavirus 
pandemic for nearly two years, though 
thankfully our lives do now seem to be 
returning to a greater level of normality.  
Although the NEC has now advised that 
branches can meet face to face where 
it be deemed safe to do so, here at the 
Sheffield & District Branch we have 
decided to wait a little while longer and 
hopefully we can all look forward to 
meeting together for our spring meeting 
2022.

I know a lot of our members have 
really missed being able to meet up 
with one another, sharing experiences 
and also being able to speak with 
representatives from some of the stoma 
care manufacturers and distributors.  

However, because of the large number of 
members and guests who usually attend 
our meetings (often over 80 people), it 
would be difficult to hold face to face 
meetings safely, especially bearing in mind 
the vulnerability of some of our members.  
We have continued to produce branch 
newsletters which help to keep our 
members informed and, all being well, 
the coming winter newsletter will be the 
last one we will have to produce prior to 
being able to meet up once again.

2022 will hopefully be a year of 
postponed celebrations ~ both the 
50th Anniversary of the Urostomy 
Association and the 40th Anniversary of 
the Sheffield and District Branch.  We are 
looking forward to being able to hold an 
afternoon tea event as part of the national 
UA celebrations, and also to finally be 
able to host our 40th Anniversary lunch; 

some of our members will remember 
the celebration we held for our 30th 
Anniversary.

Throughout the pandemic the Sheffield 
and District Branch has continued with 
its work of offering support to those 
undergoing urostomy surgery, either via 
referrals from Sheffield Teaching Hospitals 
or other general enquiries, and we are 
pleased to say we continue to welcome 
new members, some of whom I know are 
looking forward to meeting us in person 
and to finally be able to come along to 
our branch meetings.

I will finish this report with similar 
wording to my winter report 2020.  We 
can only hope that 2022 will see brighter 
days for us all ~ I think we would all most 
certainly be in agreement with that!  

Mary Milner

Photo by Rachel Cheng on Unsplash

We are looking 
forward to being able 
to hold an afternoon 
tea event as part 
of the national UA 
celebrations, and 
also to finally be 
able to host our 40th 
Anniversary lunch; 
some of our members 
will remember the 
celebration we 
held for our 30th 
Anniversary.
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Shropshire, Wales 
and The Marches
As with most Branches, there hasn’t 
been a great deal of activity since the 
Summer Journal report, apart from 
our Zoom meetings on the second 
Tuesday of each month. These have been 
interesting, with stoma specialists from 
different companies joining us on most 
occasions. Unfortunately, we haven’t 
been able to get too many members 
joining in, but we will continue with 
these second Tuesday in the month on 
line meetings, even when we are back 
to having normal face to face meetings. 
The plan is to hold some tutorials on 
accessing Zoom, which hopefully will 
allow more members to log on, allowing 
members who can’t be there in person 
to see what is going on.

The recent announcement by Hazel 
that that we can now consider having 
face to face meetings, albeit with suitable 
precautions in place and after a risk 
assessment, is to be welcomed. We still 
cannot have meetings at our main venue 
in Shrewsbury, the Day Centre of a Care 
Home, because they are not yet ready to 
allow strangers to use their facilities. This 
presented a bit of a problem, although in 
all honesty, it would be a bit of a plunge 
in the dark if we did try and hold a 
meeting there. How many would come, 
indeed how many could we get in, with 
social distancing in place? However, I do 
know, from beginning to attend other 
face to face groups, that Government 
rules have been relaxed and it seems to 
be left up to individual organisations to 
agree what precautions everyone would 

be comfortable with.
We had a Zoom committee meeting 

quite soon after Hazel’s announcement 
and after a great deal of discussion it was 
agreed, though not unanimously, that we 
would put out a Branch Questionnaire, 
by email and by post. We had planned 
to do this anyway, to ask what Branch 
members would like to see happening in 
the Branch when we re-commenced face 
to face meetings. So, we thought that 
one of the questions would be - how 
many members would feel comfortable 
coming to a heavily subsidised lunch 
in a suitable restaurant. We were 
thinking of having three lunches, one in 
Shrewsbury, one in North Wales and 
one in South Wales, beginning as soon 
as we can organise it. Our reasoning was 
that these restaurants have very strict 
risk assessments in place, so it would 
be relatively easy to do our own risk 
assessment and to make sure it was as 
safe as we could make it. Once these 
lunches are out of the way, provided 
members want to come, of course, 
we can hopefully start getting back to 
normal in the Spring.

Don and I were away on our boat in 
July, August and a bit of September and 
I sold quite a bit of my painted ware, 
much more than I had anticipated, there 
being no three-day music festival this 
year at Cropredy, our regular August 
destination, just some fringe events at 
the local pubs. As well as the regular 
festival-goers, many local people also buy 
my stuff, so I will be sending some money 
off to UA as soon as I finish restocking 
ready for next year.

Toni Haines

Poets Corner
Please give a hand to our Yorkshire 
and Humberside Branch for this 
additional high-brow contribution

 Thoughts on the notable failure of two 
previous poetic efforts.
The first. alas, with no return,
T'was all about a Grecian Urn. 
The next, of which we liked a lot,
T'was called The Lady of Shallott.
Shall we be published, we enquire,
And find some fame ere we expire?

Jackie (Keats) Rayner and  
Patricia (Shelley) Nimmo

Yorkshire & 
Humberside
Our latest newsletter has just gone out, 
and we hope that we can recommence 
proper meetings in February. Our 
members are being asked for their 
opinions. All the ifs and buts are in the 
newsletter - will our Salvation Army room 
be available, will all the food parcels be 
out of the way, and can we set up a Zoom 
link, so that we can include our far-flung 
members? It all depends on the Salvation 
Army, because I have had no luck yet 
in finding another room in a reasonably 
central location.

We have an October Zoom, and will 
- depending on David – also have one in 
November and December.

Bring your own mince pies again for 
the December get-together!'

Pat Nimmo

News from the branches

Photo by Toa Heftiba on Unsplash

Toni's painted ware on sale in aid of the Urostomy  
Association - UA posters in every window of the boat!
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Cotswold
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Regional Branches
These local contacts will be happy to try and answer any queries.
For other areas of the country, contact: CEO, Urostomy Association, 2 Tyne Place, Mickleton, Gloucestershire, GL55 6UG.  

Tel: 01386 430140. This is the office of the CEO Mrs H Pixley and her Assistant. Hazel may also be contacted by email at  
info@urostomyassociation.org.uk
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 Urine Samples
Sometimes it may not be convenient 
or practical to obtain a urine sample 
via a catheter directly from the stoma. 
However, there is one other way 
of obtaining a clean sample which is 
acceptable.

Remove your current pouch, ensuring 
that you clean your stoma well with clear 
water. Then hold the clean receptacle 
under the stoma to catch the urine as it 
comes out (ensuring that the receptacle 
doesn’t actually touch the stoma).

Do ensure that it is noted with the 
sample that it is from a urostomy.

 Bleeding around the 
stoma
Don’t be surprised if a little blood 
appears when you clean your stoma. It 
is quite normal for the stoma to bleed 
slightly from the outside, due to the 
blood vessels being very superficial 

and easily damaged – this bleeding will 
stop after a few minutes. However, 
if you notice blood coming out of 
your stoma aperture, contact your 
GP or Stoma Care Nurse as soon as 
possible. The bleeding will probably be 
caused by a urinary tract infection and 
will easily be cleared up, but it must be 
investigated.

 Diet
Most people with a urostomy can 
enjoy a completely normal diet. It is 
helpful to create an acidic urine pH, 
which helps to prevent infection. To 
assist this process cranberry juice or 
cranberry capsules and bio or live 
yoghurt are excellent. You should 
not take cranberry juice or capsules if 
you are taking warfarin. The top tip, 
however, is to drink lots of water. For 
further information see the Urostomy 
Association leaflet Active Living.

 Night drainage systems
l To avoid air in the night drainage 

system, connect the night bag to a 
pouch with a quantity of urine in it. 
Squeeze the urine through into the 
night bag and the body pouch should 
then remain empty overnight.

l Waterproof mattress covers can be 
obtained from department stores, 
such as John Lewis. Alternatively 
smaller pads can be used, such 
as Kylies or Boots baby mattress 
protectors.

l Reusable night drainage bags must be 
washed thoroughly after each use. 
Vinegar or Dettol can be inserted 
using a syringe, small funnel or an 
empty washing up liquid bottle and 
then agitated and flushed through 
with warm water. It is also acceptable 
to use just water.

Top tips
 for people with a urostomy
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l Using a two piece urostomy system 
enables the wearer to turn the pouch 
to the side when lying down, allowing 
a night drainage bag tube to have an 
easier route over the side of the bed.

l The simplest method of night 
drainage is to use disposable bags, 
which are emptied and destroyed 
each morning.

l To avoid twisting of night drainage 
bags whilst sleeping, use either an 
anti-twist strap (Welland) or G-straps 
(Coloplast) or P10LS Leg bag strap 
(Prosys), fastening the tube of the bag 
to the leg. Some people find a leg bag 
more convenient than a night bag for 
additional capacity. These are available 
on prescription from Hollister or 
Coloplast.

l Flatpack night drainage stands, which 
can either be free-standing or slid 
between the mattress and the base of 
the bed, are ideal for travel. These are 
available from Coloplast.

l Place the night drainage stand in a 
plastic bowl or inside a large plastic bag 
(making sure that there aren’t any holes 
in the bottom!) for extra security.

l The use of night bags can be 
eliminated entirely by using the 
‘U-Drain’ system. More information 
from Tel 0161 941 1969.

 Travelling
l Always keep a night drainage bag 

in your car to empty your pouch 
when held up by traffic. This may not 
be easy if you have a ‘push-in’ type 
outlet. An alternative is to empty 
your stoma bag into one of the new 
pouches, which contain a gel to 
solidify the urine.

l To make seatbelts more comfortable 
over your stoma, you may like to use 
a device which is a hand-operated 
cam plate and allows the seat belt to 
be locked in a comfortable position, 
but will release instantly when 
required. These are available from 
Safety Belt Services, The Old Mill 
House, Mill Lane, Keysoe, Bedford 
MK44 2HN  
& 01234 709999  
info@safetybeltservices.co.uk or  
www.seatbeltservices.co.uk 

l Alternatively the Clippasafe Bump 
Belt, which costs around £20 and 
is available from some branches of 
Boots or online at www.clippasafe.
co.uk. Alternatively use a spring type 
clothes peg.

l When flying on long journeys, if you 
are concerned that your pouch will 
overfill and you cannot easily access 
the aircraft’s toilet, connect a night 
drainage bag concealed in a carrier bag, 
which can be discreetly emptied later.

l If you plan to travel in Europe, in 
might be worth noting the contact 
details for Ostomy Associations in 
the countries you plan to visit. UA is 
a member of the European Ostomy 
Association, whose website at 
ostomyeurope.org lists useful contact 
details in most European countries.

l A map of British public toilets is 
available at greatbritishpublictoiletmap.
rca.ac.uk  

 This is being added to across the 
country by Toilet Mapping UK – 
starting in South East England. If 
you would like to help by adding 
information about toilets in your 
area, please email volunteer@
toiletmapping.org.uk

 Leaks
Most people with a urostomy will 
experience leakage at some time; 
however such an incidence should be 
rare. It is recommended to carry a 
simple pack of spare items at all times. 
If leakage occurs with any frequency, 
something is wrong.
l The type of appliance used may not suit 

you
l An increase or decrease in weight can 

cause leakage issues
l Your stoma may have changed shape
l Your skin was not dried properly 

before application of the bag.
Talk to your Stoma Care Nurse as soon 
as possible.

 Miscellaneous
l Warm your pouch against your body  

before applying
l After fitting a new bag, give it a tug to 

ensure it is fitting correctly
l Appliances with a bendy/fold-up tap 

can occasionally be hard to open and 
close. Rub a small amount of Vaseline 
around the bung to solve the problem

l If using paste, or similar products, wet 
your finger to avoid it sticking during 
application

l Sore places around your stoma can 
be healed quickly and easily with 
the many products available on 
prescription. If the problem persists 
you must seek the advice of your 
stoma care nurse.

l To remove urine odour from 
carpets, beds or furniture after a 
leak, use either bicarbonate of soda, 
a powdered carpet cleaner, or an 
enzyme digester available from pet 
shops.

l For those of our members who have 
difficulty reading this magazine, a 
recorded version is available, either on 
tape or CD. Please contact National 
Office.

 Spare stoma equipment
If you have any spare stoma bags etc 
which are no longer needed, please 
contact the following: 

Jacobs Well 
& 01482 881162 
office@jacobswellappeal.org 
www.thejacobswell.org

Your donations are important to us, 
but please do not deliver items to our 
small shop at Ladygate, where parking 
and storage space are very limited. All 
donations of surplus appliances should 
be delivered to: 

Jacob’s Well Appeal
Jacob’s Well Yard
Swinemoor Lane
Beverley
HU17 0JX

Please note that contrary to some 
reports, Jacobs Well are still grateful for 
any donations of bags etc for onward 
shipment to poorer countries.

If you are concerned about any  
aspect of your life with a stoma – 
just remember that help is only a 
phone call away.

These are some 
suggestions from our 
members for dealing 
with various aspects 
of living with a urinary 
diversion, and they 
should not be seen 
as a replacement for 
medical advice.

Top tips
 for people with a urostomy
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The Urostomy Association relies on  
your donations to continue supporting 
people with urinary diversions. 

4 ways in which you can help.

 STANDING ORDER  
 REGULAR DONATION  
 (NOT TO BE USED FOR YOUR SUBSCRIPTION)

Your bank/building society details

Name 
Address 

 Postcode
Bank name
Bank address

Account name  
Account number  
Sort code 

Please pay Royal Bank of Scotland,  
117–119 North End, Croydon, Surrey CR0 1TL
Account name Urostomy Association  
Account number 10226540 Sort code 161016

Reference (your name) 
The sum of (in figures) £ 
The sum of (in words) 
Date of first payment 
And thereafter on the same day every month/
quarter/year (please delete as appropriate) until 
further notice

Signature

Date

Please sign and send with the Gift Aid declaration if 
appropriate to: 
Mrs H Pixley, CEO, Urostomy Association, 2 Tyne 
Place, Mickleton, Gloucestershire, GL55 6UG.

 LEGACIES

If you would like to leave something to the Urostomy 
Association in your Will please read our Legacy leaflet 
available from Mrs H Pixley, CEO, Urostomy Association,  
2 Tyne Place, Mickleton, Gloucestershire, GL55 6UG.  
& 01386 430140 or email:   
info@urostomyassociation.org.uk

4

 GIFT AID DECLARATION 

If you are a taxpayer, we can reclaim tax on your 
donation, as long as you continue to pay an amount of 
tax equal to the tax we reclaim on your donations. This 
is a valuable source of income for the Association. If you 
are a UK taxpayer, please sign this declaration, which will 
enable us to reclaim tax. 
I wish the Urostomy Association to treat my donation as 
a Gift Aid donation.

Signature

Date

Name
Address 

 Postcode
Please send this form to:  
Mrs H Pixley, CEO, Urostomy Association, 2 Tyne Place,  
Mickleton, Gloucestershire, GL55 6UG.

3

 ONE-OFF DONATIONS

 
I enclose a cheque made payable to  
the Urostomy Association for £

Please sign the Gift Aid declaration if appropriate
Name
Address 

 Postcode

Please return form and cheque to  
Mrs H Pixley, CEO, Urostomy Association, 2 Tyne Place,  
Mickleton, Gloucestershire, GL55 6UG.

2

1

Donations
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Title  e.g. Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Dr    Date of birth

Surname

First name

Address

      Postcode

Telephone

Email address

 
How did you find out about the Association?

Please tick the membership type required 

   Full membership (i.e. you have a urinary diversion) 
   Associate membership (i.e. you do NOT have a urinary diversion) 
   Company membership

Please complete the following section regarding your operation 

Type of operation Please tick type of operation
  Ileal conduit/urostomy      Bladder reconstruction/neo-bladder       Continent diversion  

(e.g. Mitrofanoff) • Other please state:    

Reason for operation

Hospital

Consultant surgeon

Age at date of operation

Application  
for membership

I wish to become a member of the Urostomy Association. I understand that membership is free of charge for 
the first year (UK and Ireland) and that an annual subscription (currently £16.00) is payable thereafter.  
Please make cheque payable to Urostomy Association.

Annual membership subscription FOC

Donation (optiOnal) £

Total enclosed £    

PLEASE ALSO COMPLETE THE REVERSE OF THIS FORM
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My application for membership of the Urostomy Association is made subject to the Memorandum and 
Articles of Association of the Urostomy Association (Company Registration No. 06918246) (The Company’), to any rules 
for the time being made thereunder, and to any terms for membership applicable to the Company, and in the event of the 
Company being wound up while I am a member, or within one year afterwards, I undertake to contribute such amount as 
may be required, not exceeding the guaranteed sum of £1 for payment of the debts and liabilities of the Company contracted 
before ceasing to be a member, and of the costs, charges and expenses of winding up, and for the adjustment of the rights and 
contributories among themselves.
I agree that the annual accounts and Directors’ report and Auditor’s/Examiner’s report on those accounts may be sent  
by electronic communication to the above email address (if any), published on the website of the Company at  
www.urostomyassociation.org.uk throughout the period of at least 14 days clear of the date of the meeting and notice of it instead 
of delivery or sending them by any other means.
Gift Aid declaration
If you are a UK taxpayer, we can reclaim tax on your subscription and any donations that you make. This is a valuable source of 
income to the Association as long as you continue to pay an amount of tax equal to the tax we reclaim on your donations and 
subscriptions. Please sign this declaration which will enable us to do so.  
“I wish the Urostomy Association to reclaim tax on this and any future subscriptions and donations until advised otherwise.”

Signed      Date

Your privacy is important to us, and we want to communicate with you in the ways that suit you best, have your consent, and 
which are in line with UK law regarding data protection. As a result of a change to UK law, we need your consent regarding how 
we contact you, and for which purposes.
Please tick the boxes below to give your consent regarding how we contact you:
I consent to the Urostomy Association contacting me by:  Email      Text      Telephone      Post      
You can withdraw or change your consent at any time by contacting National Office at the Urostomy Association or by email: 
info@urostomyassociation.org.uk Please note that all processing of your personal data will cease once you have withdrawn 
consent, other than where this is required by law, but this will not affect any personal data that has already been processed prior 
to this point.
Please also tick one or more of the following boxes to give your consent regarding how we use your personal data, or leave 
them blank if you do not wish to be contacted by us:

     To keep you informed about the Urostomy Association’s news, events, and activities  
You can unsubscribe at any time

     To send details of third party events (such as open days), products or services relevant to your urinary diversion Please 
note: Any such information is sent from us, and your details will NOT be given to any third party

     To pass your contact details to our mailing house for the purposes of sending our magazine
     If you become a member of one of our local Branches, to pass your details to the local Branch Secretary, who is a 

volunteer; so that they can send you details of local meetings, newsletters etc.
You can grant consent to all the purposes; one of the purposes or none of the purposes. Where you do not grant consent we 
will not be able to use your personal data (so for example we may not be able to let you know about forthcoming events) 
except in certain limited situations, such as where required to do so by law or to protect members of the public from serious 
harm.You can find out more about how we use your data from our Privacy Notice which is available on our website or from 
the Urostomy Association.
By signing this form, you are confirming that you are consenting to the Urostomy Association holding and processing your 
personal data strictly in accordance with our Data Privacy Notice. Copies of this can be found on our website or are available 
on request.

Signed      Date

Please send this form to
Urostomy Association National Office, 2 Tyne Place, Mickleton, Chipping Campden, GUS 6UG
& 0 I 386 430 I 40     email:  info@urostomyassociation.org.uk 

COMPANY NUMBER 6918246 PRINT DATE MARCH 2019; REVIEW DATE DECEMBER 2021
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Have you something to tell us?
Contributions are welcome – we can’t promise to print them all, but they will certainly be 
considered. Your contribution should preferably be sent by email to  
editor@urostomyassociation.org.uk – Longhand takes a lot of time to transcribe!
Wherever possible, your submission should include some good quality photos (300dpi)

Deadlines are as follows:

Spring Journal February 15th

Summer Journal June 15th

Winter Journal October 15th

Please note: The same deadlines apply for advertising.

Page Company Contact Number

37 Arelle 0800 389 3597

37 Brunlea 0800 834 712

23 Clinimed Aura Plus 0808 296 5342

26 & 27 Coloplast
0800 132 787 (England & Wales) 
0800 917 8639 (Scotland)  
0800 581 220 (Northern Ireland)

37 Covers by Linda 01205 723327 

31 Clinimed Ultraframe 0800 521 377

35 Salts Healthcare 0800 028 2144

52 UA merchandise 01386 430140

Index of advertisers
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NEW! UA branded Sunflower Lanyards
Urostomy�Association�branded,�and�officially�sanctioned�by Hidden Disabilities 
Sunflower, part of Hidden Disabilities Sunflower Scheme Limited, a private 
company based in the UK.

Sunflower lanyard and badge £2.55 Lanyard only £2.00    Badge only £1.00

The official RADAR Key
Our RADAR keys are the genuine article –  
keys purchased on line may not be genuine and 
may not work.

Official RADAR Key £3.50

The Urostomy Association Water Lily Badge
These delightful water lily badges - symbols of the Urostomy Association – can be 
worn as a brooch, badge, or tie-pin.  Approximately 1inch (25 mm) wide

Lily Badge £2.00

All prices include p&p within the UK
Order now by filling in this form, or call 01386 430140 to pay by credit/debit 
card
Please send me: 

Merchandise  
for members

Sunflower lanyard and badge Quantity  

Badge only Quantity  

Water lily badges Quantity  

Lanyard only Quantity  

RADAR key Quantity  

Name 

Address

 Postcode

Send cheques, payable to ‘Urostomy Association’ to:  Urostomy Association, 2, Tyne Place, Mickleton, Chipping Campden, GL55 6UG
Email: info@urostomyassociation.org.uk


